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ABSTRACT

A thin film hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) solar cell is basically
a multilayer thin film semiconductor device. The characteristic of such a multi
multilayered thin film device is related directly to its configuration and optical and
electronic properties of its individual layers. Usually a-Si:H thin film solar cells
are · produced using semi-empirical methods to determine the thickness of
individual layers. In order to design low cost, stable and efficient thin film aSi:H solar cells, however,it is necessary to understand the optimal structure, i.e.
the optimised thickness of each layer, and the role which each layer plays in the
photovoltaic performance of the cell. The purpose of the
th_e present work is to study
the optical and electronic properties, and optimal structure of a-Si:H solar cells.
The theoretical techniques developed in this project can be expected to provide in
advance the leading design information of a thin film solar cell with an optimised
structure for a possible desired high conversion efficiency.

A comprehensive optical admittance method is applied to study the optical
properties of amorphous silicon thin film solar cells. The method is applied to
Schottky barrier solar cells of the type TCO/
TCO/Au/a-Si:H/rear
Au/a-Si:H/rear contact, and p-i-n
type solar cells of the type TCO/p/i/n/rear contact considering both of them as
multilayer systems composed of absorbing

and non-absorbing layers. The

numerical technique uses experimental results of refractive index n(A)
n(k) and

..
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extinction coefficient k(A.)
k(k) to calculate the optical absorbance and reflectance of
such cells. The interference absorbing peaks thus obtained in the absorbance of a
multi-layered cell are found to agree well with experimental results. Our results
reveal that a high reflecting rear metal contact increases the spectral absorbance
in the wavelength region 0.60 - 0.
70 µm,
0.70
/*m, and peak positions in the absorption
spectrum depend on the cell thickness. The optimised TCO parameters are found
to be almost independent of the thickness of a-Si:H layer. The optimisation of
the thickness of p layer in a p-i-n type solar cell is also discussed. This method
can be applied for calculating the optical properties of any thin film solar cell. It
is expected that, using the present method, one can design a solar cell of an
optimal efficiency. It is found that by maximising the integrated
in~egrated absorbance in an
optimal cell structure of a cell, one can increase the short circuit current density
by 5.3%.
5.3% .

We have further extended the optical admittance analysis method to design
the structure of multi-junction a-Si:H thin film solar cells. The optimised
thicknesses of the individual layers in any tandem as well as single junction thin
film a-Si:H solar cells can be obtained. By minimising the reflectance using an
optimal anti-reflection coating layer and selecting a suitable rear contact material,
a significant increase in the photon collection efficiency can be achieved at long
wavelength region. The effect of the variation in the thickness of different layers
on the performance characteristics of a cell is discussed. The calculated results
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and analyses show that the present theoretical approach can be used directly to
design any thin film solar cell with an optimised structure for a desired high
efficiency.

In addition, a detailed study of the relationship between band tail widths
and photovoltaic performance of a p-i-n a-Si:H solar cell is presented. It is
quantitatively found that the primary effect of the bandgap states is to increase
the forward current of the cell, and reduce the voltage output. The influence of
the bandgap states and cell thickness on the efficiency of an a-Si:H cell is also
studied.

Finally, using experimental plasmon loss energy of a-Si the number of
valence electrons per unit volume in amorphous silicon thin films is determined.
The characteristics of hydrogen incorporation in silicon network is studied by a
quantitative model assuming that the structure of a good quality a-Si:H thin film
dominantly consists of Si-H and Si-Si bonds only. Using the concept of Penn gap
and bond polarizability, then we have derived an expression for the optical
energy gap as a function of hydrogen concentration for a-Si:H thin films. The
calculated results thus obtained agree very well with the experimental results.
The aim of this part of the project is to find a relation between the hydrogen
concentration with the resulting optical energy gap and stability of the a-Si:H
thus produced.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Historical Development of Amorphous Silicon

1.2

Objective

1.3

Organisation of the Thesis

1

1.1

Historical Development of Amorphous Silicon

Although amorphous silicon was known in the early 1960’s, it was not
recognised as an applicable semiconductor material for electronic devices until
the glow discharge technique for producing hydrogenated amorphous silicon (aSi:H) was first introduced by Chittick et al in 1969 [1] in the UK. In the glow
discharge, silane (SiH4) gas is excited by an electrical plasma which causes the
SiH 4 molecules to dissociate and deposit on an annealed substrate. Until a-Si:H
became known, research was carried on pure amorphous silicon films prepared
by either sputtering or thermal evaporating techniques. The unhydrogenated
amorphous silicon has a lot of structure defects and a high dangling bond
density. The existence of strong localised electronic states and Fermi level
pinned within the optical energy gap of amorphous silicon make it very difficult
to dope as the useful n- and p- type semiconductors. The poor photo-conductivity
and other limitations of electronic properties in pure amorphous silicon do not
meet the desired characteristics of a useful material for device applications.
When amorphous silicon is hydrogenated, however, this material exhibits
"useful" electronic properties and has the potential for being used in producing
semiconductor devices. It is known that hydrogen plays an important role in
assuring the good semiconducting properties of amorphous silicon and the
deposited films are silicon-hydrogen alloys [2, 3]. It is now generally accepted
that the incorporation of hydrogen into amorphous silicon network saturates the
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silicon dangling bonds in amorphous silicon layers, reduces the number of
electronically active defect states in the optical energy gap and preserves the
short range order of the amorphous network [4, 5]. Therefore, in hydrogenated
amorphous silicon the Fermi level within the optical energy gap is not firmly
pinned and its position can possibly be varied via the incorporation of group III
and group V elements for the n or p type doping. The major progress in research
and application of a-Si:H devices was made by Spear and LeCombe in 1975 [6],
who successfully achieved n - and p - types doping in a-Si:H by adding
phosphine and diborane into SiH4 during the film deposition. The significance of
this work has been widely acknowledged, which has ever since generated much
interest and rapidly increasing research on a-Si:H worldwide.

First a-Si:H solar cells was prepared by Carlson and Wronski in 1976 [7]
which had the conversion efficiency of 2-3% . A great number of experimental
researches and developments followed after that in the field of a-Si:H, ranging
from the basic understanding of the physics of amorphous semiconductors to the
various applications in electronic devices. With the continuous improvements in
thin film technology and further understanding of a-Si:H, the conversion
efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells has increased up to 12-14% nowadays [8, 9, 10]
in the laboratory. Japan's Sanyo company was the first to introduce a-Si:H solar
cells to small power consumers, like watches and calculators, in the market.
Since then, a whole industry has grown on a-Si:H, using it for manufacturing
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photovoltaic modules, detectors, electro-photo-graph and thin film transistor
circuits [11, 12, 13, 14]. This extraordinary development has come mostly
through technological research for producing better devices, but without a firm
theoretical understanding of a-Si:H, and the influence of structural, electronic and
optical properties of the thin film a-Si:H devices on their photovoltaic
performance.

A -Si:H solar cells are basically multi-layer thin film structure devices.
The photovoltaic characteristics of thin film a-Si:H solar cells depend not only
on the quality of thin films, but also on the structure and overall opto-electronic
properties of the device. There is still a lack of understanding about the optimal
structure and some fundamental properties of a-Si:H layers, and their roles in
determining the conversion efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells. In our opinion, it is
very important to improve the conversion efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells with
tandem and multi-junction structures. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a
method to design and to optimise the structure of multi-layered thin film
semiconductor devices with a view to both optimising the efficiency as well as
stability. The aim of this project is to follow an optimal design approach to
develop stable and highly efficient thin film photovoltaic devices using the
optical properties of individual layers. However, this does not mean that only the
optical properties play the domonant role in the performance of a cell. The
defects in the material and interface, causing recombination losses, also create
serious problems in such devices. In this thesis, however, we have focussed on
the optimisation of structure using only the optical property of a cell.
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1.2

Objective

In spite of many recent technological improvements in the thin film
deposition and device applications, thin film amorphous silicon solar cells pose
special challenge in understanding their structural, electronic and optical
properties as well as the influence of these properties on their

photovoltaic

characteristics. A thin film a-Si:H solar cell typically consists of thin film layers
of a transparent conducting oxide (TCO), active amorphous silicon layers and a
rear contact material. Thus such a thin film solar cell can be considered as a
layered system composed of thin films of absorbing and non-absorbing materials.
It is obvious that both the optical and electronic properties of various layers are
important for achieving a desired highly efficient photovoltaic device. These
properties of a-Si:H are related directly to the impurity content, doping density
and hydrogen concentration in the a-Si:H material. The application of thin film
a-Si:H devices also depend on the absorption of the incident solar radiation in
their active layers. The fundamental electronic limitations in a-Si:H caused by
defects, impurities and unsaturated dangling bonds, give rise to a net charge
density within the optical energy gap which creates the deep level electronic
states and localised bond tail states. These localised electronic states act as
carrier traps and recombination centres, and reduce the carriers lifetime and
hence limit the conversion efficiency of thin film a-Si:H solar cells. It is the
purpose of this project to study quantitatively the above problems, and present an
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approach of developing optimal designs of amorphous silicon solar cells. This
dissertation covers author’s efforts on the following:

(1)

Present an approach to quantitatively explain the overall optical behaviour
of thin film a-Si:H solar cells.

(2)

Investigate the interference enhancement response in thin film amorphous
silicon solar cells and use it to the device modelling.

(3)

Develop a design method which can determine

the absorbance and

transmittance of the individual layers of cells. It is expected that the
calculated results can be used to select the suitable thicknesses of various
layers by maximising and minimising the absorbance in active and inactive
layers respectively. As a consequence, using this technique one can
optimise the structure of thin film solar cells.

(4)

Quantify the relation between the function of a solar cell and band tail
widths, which is one of the fundamental limitations of a-Si:H in
photovoltaic applications.

(5)

Study the incorporation of hydrogen in amorphous silicon network and
provide a relation between the resulting optical energy gap of the material
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and the hydrogen concentration using the plasmon loss energies of
amorphous

silicon

films

measured

by

the

Electron

Energy

Loss

Spectroscopy.

1.3

Organisation of the Thesis

In chapter 2, we provide a brief review of current interest in research and
development in the field of amorphous silicon solar cells. The basic concepts and
fundamental properties of amorphous silicon materials and the photovoltaic
principles of thin film amorphous silicon solar cells are discussed. The recent
progresses in thin film amorphous solar cell technologies, their structure,
optimum design techniques and the improvements in conversion efficiency are
also summarised.

In chapter 3, we introduce the optical admittance method to investigate the
optical properties of any thin film system. Using this method the calculation of
the absorbance, transmittance and reflectance for a given structure is presented.
The method is also used to take into account the interference effect in a multi
layer thin film system. The method is proved to be a very useful tool to explore
the nature and magnitude of optical losses in the multi-layered semiconductor
devices. A method for increasing the reflectivity at the rear metal contact is
presented. Using the admittance analysis, the numerical calculations, of the
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optical properties as a function of incident photon wavelength in any interested
wavelength region are done using a computer program written in Fortran 77.

In chapter 4, considering both the Schottky barrier diode and p-i-n
junction a-Si:H solar cells as thin film systems composed of layers of non
absorbing

TCO

coating,

absorbing

semiconductor,

the

absorbance

and

reflectance of these cells are calculated.

In chapter 5, the optical admittance analysis approach is extended to
obtain the optical properties in the individual layers of any multi-layered thin
film solar cell. It is emphasised that the admittance method is applicable not only
to understand the total optical behaviour of the whole cell but also that of the
individual layers of a cell. We have demonstrated in this chapter that the
absorbance, transmittance and reflectance of various layers in p-i-n and tandem
structure a-Si:H solar cells can be determined simultaneously. Thus, applying
this method one can optimise the thickness of each layer so that the absorbance
in the depleting layer can be maximised, and the reflectance at the front surface
and the absorption loss in other inactive layers of the cell can be minimised.

In chapter 6 , we present a method of determining the band tail widths for
a-Si:H films using the absorption coefficient measurements. We also discuss the
influence of the localised electronic states on the conversion efficiency of a-Si:H
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solar cells.

In chapter 7, we present a model structure to study quantitatively the
influence o f the hydrogen concentration on the optical properties of intrinsic
hydrogenated amorphous silicon films. We demonstrate that the plasmon loss
energies of amorphous silicon films measured from the Electron Energy Loss
Spectroscopy (EELS) can be used to determine the atomic density of the
constituent of an amorphous silicon layer. Using the values of individual Si-Si
and Si-H bond polarizabilities, and the atomic density determined from EELS
measurements, we have derived an expression for the relationship between the
optical energy gap of a-Si:H films and the hydrogen concentration. Our results
are found to agree very well with the experimental measurements and other
theoretical predictions. It is suggested that the present method can also be
applied to evaluate the optical properties of amorphous silicon alloys such as aSiC:H, a-SiN:H and a-SiGe:H as a function of hydrogen concentration.

In chapter 8, we have presented a summary of the concluding results
obtained from the present study.
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CHAPTER 2

THIN FILM AMORPHOUS SILICON SOLAR CELLS

2.1

Basic Concepts and Properties of Amorphous Silicon Materials

2.2

Photovoltaic Principles of Thin Film a-Si Solar Cells

2.3

Fundamental Structures of Thin Film a-Si Solar Cells

2.4

Recent Progress on Thin Film Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells
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2.1

Basic Concepts and Properties of Amorphous Silicon Materials

Typical amorphous silicon is a covalently bonded semiconductor material.
The, number of bonds, the bond angles and bond lengths for individual atoms in
amorphous silicon are similar to those in crystalline silicon. However, over the
several atoms or several tens of atoms, amorphous silicon does not have the
crystalline-like periodicity and symmetry. The amorphous silicon only has the
short-range regularity. The long-range order does not exist in amorphous silicon
material. Amorphous silicon contains a lot of structural defects and bond
disorders. Its structure may be described using a model of the continuous random
network. In fact, the long-range disorder is an intrinsic property of the
amorphous silicon, which influences its electronic properties. For instance, the
bond disorders in the form of deviations in the bond lengths and bond angles,
broaden the distribution of electronic states and thus create the localised band
tails at the edges of both conduction and valence bands within the forbidden gap.
Structure defects, such as dangling bonds, also create electronic states which lie
in the forbidden gap.

For crystalline silicon, the main feature of the Fermi Dirac distribution of
the density of electron states, N(E), is its sharp structure in the valence and
conduction bands. The sharp edges of the density of states produce a well
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defined forbidden energy gap as show in Fig. 2.1 (a). In the case of amorphous
silicon, however, the long-range regularity is destroyed, and the intrinsic disorder
changes the density of states near the band edges giving rise to localised and
extended electronic states separated by a mobility edge as shown in Fig.2.1(b). E c
and E v, in Fig.2.1 (b), represent energies which separate the localised states and
extended states near the conduction and valence bands respectively. The density
of states, N(E), in the energy intervals, E c -E A and EB - E v, represent the localised
band tail states, and

N(E) for E > E c and E < E v, represent extended band

states. According to Mott and Davis [1], the tails of localised states are extended
a few tenths of an electron volt into the forbidden gap. They proposed that the
electronic levels near the middle of the gap originate from the defects in the
amorphous silicon network, e.g., dangling bonds, vacancies, etc. They also found
that the carrier mobility drops by several orders of magnitude at the edge
between extended and localised states, which they called the mobility edge. The
interval between the energies E c and E v in Fig.2.1(b) acts as a pseudo-energy
gap which is defined as the mobility gap. A mobility gap is as important in
amorphous silicon as the energy gap in crystalline silicon.

Pure amorphous silicon material has a very high density of defects which
does not allow doping, and also does not exhibit photo-conductivity and other
desirable characteristics of a semiconductor material useful for solar cells. The
13

defect state density near the Fermi level decreases significantly by hydrogenating
the amorphous silicon. The a-Si:H material thus produced can be doped with
phosphorus and boron to make it n- and p-types respectively. The hydrogenation
of a-Si:H serves two very useful purposes, firstly it saturates the silicon dangling
bonds, and secondly it also relaxes the local strain to preserve the short-range
order. The Si-H bond energy is 3.4 eV, and that of Si-Si bond is 2.2 eV,
therefore the forbidden gap of pure Si increases with the hydrogenation. An
optical energy gap, Eopt, for a-Si:H is not well defined, however a definition by
Tauc [2] is widely used by experimentalists to identify the position and shape of
the high-energy side of the absorption edge for a-Si:H. Although, the quantity
Eopt is not a significant feature of the absorption edge, it can be successfully
correlated with the magnitude of the mobility gap deduced from the carrier
transport measurements [3]. Indeed the value of Eopt is usually used as the
characteristic energy gap of a-Si:H and its alloys [4, 5, 6 , 7], A further
description of Eopt determined from the measurement of optical absorption
coefficient will be discussed in chapter 6 .
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2.2

Photovoltaic Principles of Thin Film a-Si Solar Cells

A solar cell is usually described as a semiconductor device which can
directly convert the energy from solar radiation into electrical energy through
photovoltaic effect. The fundamental structure and basic theory o f the operation
of a solar cell are similar to the photovoltaic process o f a p-n junction. Due to
the differences in electron and hole concentrations on two sides of a p-n
junction, there is a strong tendency for electrons to diffuse from n side to p side,
and holes in the opposite direction. Such diffusions cause ionic positive charges
to appear on the n side and negative charges on p side as shown in Fig.2.2.
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Fig.2.2 Schematic diagram of a p-n junction.
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The space containing ionic positive and negative charges at the junction
area, illustrated in Fig.2.2, is called the depletion region or the space-charge
region. The resulting positive charges on one side of the junction and negative
charges on the other, set up an internal junction electric field towards p side.
When light strikes on the surface of a p -n junction, incident photons interact
with electrons near the junction area. Electrons which absorb the photon energy
are excited from the valence band to conduction band, creating an increased
density of minority carriers in each semiconductor type at both sides of the p -n
junction. These photo-induced carriers may drift for some distance before
recombining. If they reach the junction region before recombination, they will be
swept across by the internal junction electric field. Once across the junction,
these carriers are free to move through an external circuit and deliver useful
power to a load. This physical process is known as the photovoltaic effect, which
is also the fundamental concept for the operation of solar cells.

The internal electric field in a photovoltaic device can be created using
various types of junctions, such as p -n junction, p - i- n junction, hetero-junction
and Schottky barrier. An actual photovoltaic device also has front and back
ohmic contacts to extract the photo-generated electric power and an optimised
anti-reflecting coating to increase the light absorption. In an amorphous silicon
(a-Si) p - i- n junction type or a crystalline silicon (c-Si) p -n junction type solar
cells, the total photo-generated current density, Jph, consists of three components
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[8]:

(2 . 1)
where F df and T df are the photo-current density of the photo-generated holes and
electrons in the p and n regions respectively, and Jdr is the drift-current density
generated in the depletion region. Fig.2.3 shows a comparison of the structure,
band diagram and J-V curve characteristics of an a-Si p-i-n junction with those of
a c-Si p-n junction solar cell. Due to a very short carrier diffusion length in a-Si
material and its high absorption coefficient, there exists a clear difference
between the photovoltaic mechanisms of a-Si p-i-n and c-Si p-n junctions. For aSi p-i-n junction, there exists an high electric field in the active i-layer of the aSi p-i-n cell, Jdr is more prominent than F df and Jndf. Therefore, in a-Si p-i-n
junction, Jdr » F dJ + F df. For c-Si p-n junction cell, however, the active layer
consists o f the sum of electron and hole diffusion lengths Ln and Lp, Ln + Lp,
which has no electric field. Therefore, in this case, it gives j dr« F df + r df [8].
Moreover, the internal electric field in the i-layer of the a-Si p-i-n type cell
varies sharply as functions of both the density mid-gap states and induced space
charge distribution [9]. Therefore the electronic and optical properties of the
intrinsic layer plays an important role in the energy conversion of a-Si p-i-n solar
cells. A detailed analysis of the significance of i-layer, such as its thickness and
band tail states on the photovoltaic characteristic in p-i-n solar cells will be
presented in Chapter 6 .
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Fig.2.3 Comparison of (a) The structure of a-Si p-i-n and c-Si p-n junctions, (b)
The band diagram of a-Si p-i-n and c-Si p-n junctions, and (c) J-V characteristics
of a-Si p-i-n and c-Si p-n junctions.
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The efficiency of a solar cell is defined by the following equation:

T) = Jm^ m = JscJ oc FF,

(2.2)

where Jm and Vm are the output current density and voltage, respectively, for a
cell operating under maximum output power conditions, and Pi is the total power
incident on the cell. Voc is the output voltage under open circuit conditions. Jsc is
A

the short circuit current density, which is the product of the photon flux of the
incident solar radiation, F(A), and the wavelength dependent collection efficiency,
Q(X) as:

Jx - q

j

F(X) Q(k) d k ,

(2.3)

where q is the electronic charge. The FF is the fill factor given by:
J V
FF = - m m .
JJ scv
Voc

(2.4)

Modem solar cells can generally be divided into types: "bulk" and "thin
film" solar cells. In contrast to bulk cells, which are normally about 150 jum to
250 fim thick, the thin film devices are typically about 1 film to 50 jum thick. If
we wish to produce 10% of the worldwide used electricity by thin film solar
cells of 10% efficiency, then we will require about 107 Kg per year of the
materials [10]. The availability of semiconductor materials, which can provide the
desired photo-electrical characteristics for large area terrestrial photovoltaic
19

applications are very limited in the world. Today, semiconductor materials, i.e.,
Si, Ge, InP, GaAs etc, are being widely used to manufacture various kinds of
electronic devices such as sensors, transistors, integrated circuits, photovoltaic
devices, etc. In view of the required utilisation of the converted solar power in.
the world, owing to other technical, economical and resourceful reasons, it is
obvious that thin film semiconductor solar cells would be the possible choice for
the low-cost, large-scale and domestic purpose, and long term photovoltaic
applications. Therefore, thin film solar cells and the associated technology offer
an extremely attractive alternative towards the mass production of effective and
competitive cheap price solar cells in the future photovoltaic industries and the
worldwide potential market.
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Fundamental Structures of Thin Film a-Si Solar Cells

One of the most interesting and widely developed thin film photovoltaic
devices, at present, is a-Si:H and its alloy based thin film solar cell [11, 12, 13,
14]. Reasons for booming interest in a-Si:H material are its suitability,
potentiality, abundance and well developed mass production techniques in
fabricating the large-scale, low-cost and thin film solar cells for terrestrial
photovoltaic applications. Much attention on thin film a-Si:H solar cells has been
focused and many remarkable progresses have been made during the last decade.
The semiconductor and device technologies used for making thin film a-Si:H
20

solar cells are developing rapidly, and new techniques of preparation and
characterisation offer prospects of improved performance of thin film solar cells.
The conversion efficiency of 12.1% for a-Si/a-Si/a-SiG e three stacked and
16.1% for a-S i/a-S i/c-S i structure solar cells has recently been achieved [15,
16].

The widely known basic structures of a-Si:H include Schottky barrier,
single and stacked p - i- n type cells are shown in Fig.2.4. These cells can
normally be considered as thin film devices composed of various absorbing and
non-absorbing layers. For Schottky diode solar cells, illustrated in Fig.2.4(a), an
extremely thin transparent metal film of Pt, Au or Pd is used as Schottky barrier.
Pt, Au or Pd is evaporated on the surface of a-Si:H to form metal/semiconductor
hetero-junction. A Schottky device replaces the p-type layer with a metal which
provides the built-in potential to collect the photo-excited carriers. Schottky type
a-Si:H solar cells are mainly used for the evaluation of basic properties and
analysis of operating characteristics. For example, Schottky contact is used in
transient capacitance techniques to measure the defect states [17], and photo
sensing devices. In view of mass production of solar cells, the p - i- n junction
type a-Si:H solar cell can be regarded to have a more promising device structure
in contrast with the Schottky barrier type solar cells. As a power conversion a Si:H photovoltaic device, nowadays, the more popular and suitable device is the
p - i- n type thin film a-Si:H solar cell. The term "p -i-n
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solar cell using stainless steel substrate.
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type solar cells" actually covers a number of different structures including a-Si:H
alloy based tandem structure solar cells. For instance, a-SiC:H is employed as a
wide band gap material for p-layer in p-i-n cells and a-S i^G e^H is used as a
narrow band gap material for bottom cells in tandem structure cells. Generally
th e

cell

structures,

such

as

glass/TCO/p/i/n/m etal,

and

glass/TCO/p/i/n/p/i/n/metal types thin film a-Si:H solar cells are widely used.
A

The typical a-Si:H solar cell is a p-i-n device about 0.5 /xm thick, with p and n
layers being about 0.005 to 0.01 fim thick. A common design of these two basic
cell structures is shown in Fig.2.4(b) and Fig.2.4(c), in which the light is
incident through a glass substrate coated with a TCO film. The rear contact
metal is designed to be highly reflecting to increase the absorption of light in the
cell. An alternative design uses a stainless steel substrate, with light incident
through the transparent conducting layer on the top of the a-Si:H film
(Fig.2.4(d)).

An efficient thin film a-Si:H solar cell involves much more than just a
good quality semiconductor material. Some of the optimum design methods and
innovative techniques can also help increase the conversion efficiency of a-Si:H
solar cells. In addition to developing good quality a-Si:H thin films, an optimum
design of the cell also plays a very important role in producing a reliable and
high efficiency solar cell. The optimisation techniques used in the design of a
device structure, provide leading information about preparing an efficient solar
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cell. In the present work, author has developed an optical admittance analysis
method which supplies a robust tool to systematically optimise the structure of
any thin film structure solar cell. Using this

method, one can determine the

optimised thicknesses of the active layers of any thin film structure solar cell.
The technique also provides a way to select the most appropriate TCO coating
by minimising the light reflectance and determine a suitable rear contact metal
by maximising the cell absorbance. As a result, within the optimum design
condition, the collection efficiency of a p-i-n a-Si:H solar cell is enhanced in the
long wavelength region, and a 5.3% increment can be achieved in the short
circuit current density of a Schottky barrier type a-Si :H solar cells [18]. The
present approach of the optimum design also simulates the relation between
hydrogen concentration and the resulting optical energy gap of a-Si:H required
for a stable solar cells with a possible desired high efficiency [19]. It is
suggested that the poly-hydride bonds, being the weaker ones, break easily and
cause the photo-induced degradation. Therefore, in order to obtain a stable aSi:H solar cell it is important that the hydrogenation of a-Si:H should not exceed
15-20 at. %. A thin film thus produced is expected to be more stable.

One of the most significant practical improvements in increasing the light
absorption in a cell is the use of a textured substrate. The roughness of back
interface causes the incident light to be scattered along the plane of the film,
increasing the effective path length for absorption [20]. In the present work
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attempts are also made at further improving the photovoltaic performance of a Si:H solar cells through the fabrication of multiple stacked cells. The maximum
theoretical efficiency of a single junction solar cell is estimated to be about 13
14%, and that of multiple stacked cells is over 20% [21]. Highly efficient
stacked or multiple junction cells consist of a combination of a-Si:H and its
alloys with different optical energy gaps increased systematically from the back
of the structure to the front [21, 22]. Therefore, in contrast with the single
junction a-Si:H solar cell, tandem structure solar cells have a wider spectral
response with the incident solar radiation. The tandem structure solar cells have
the advantage of allowing high energy photons to be collected with a high open
circuit voltage in the top cell, and the low energy photons in the lower cells.

2.4

Recent Developments in Thin Film Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells

The endeavour of attaining the solar energy as a clean and limitless new
energy source has been promoted worldwide for decades. Research in developing
photovoltaic systems which can convert solar energy directly into electricity has
expanded rapidly. Mainly two forms of silicon are used as photovoltaic materials
which are crystalline and amorphous. Although, in comparison with mono
crystalline and poly-crystalline solar cells, the thin film amorphous silicon solar
cells are less efficient and less stable, the latter use substantially less material and
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and have the potential of mass production on almost any substrate from glass to
plastic and stainless steel. The flexible and compatible nature of a-Si as well as
its excellent photo-conductivity with a considerably high optical absorption
coefficient offer a strong potential suitability for manufacturing low cost solar
cells as a new energy resource. Towards the goal of producing on a large scale,
reliable and low cost solar cells in the .photovoltaic application for terrestrial
utilisation, remarkable developments have taken place in both the fundamental
understanding and technology. The conversion efficiency of a-Si solar cells has
increased significantly. A total area efficiency of 11.1% has been recently
reported for a practical size integrated-type submodules (10cm x 10cm) [23].
Meanwhile, some very useful technologies for preventing the light-induced
degradation problems, such as reducing the density of poly-hydride bonds and
impurities in a-Si:H thin film [24, 25], multi-bandgap structure with thin i-layers
and tandem structure using blocking layers etc [26] are also developed. The
recent advances on single-, multi- and hetero-junction structure solar cells will be
briefly reviewed in the next three subsections. The optical enhancement in thin
film solar cells and progress towards the development of high efficiency power
modules is also discussed.

Single Junction Thin Film a-Si:H Solar Cells

The efforts towards the improvements in the conversion efficiency of
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single junction a-Si solar cells have been made from a variety of innovations in
the material preparation and optimum device design, and from the progress of
research in the optical and electronic properties of a cell. The conversion
efficiency o f various types of a-Si:H solar cells has improved continuously since
it was first reported by Carlson and Wronski in 1976 [27], Nowadays, the Stateof-the-art conversion efficiency of 12% has been achieved in many laboratories
worldwide [28,29]. It is believed at present that the high conversion efficiency
may be achieved from the best-quality material prepared by glow discharge and
plasma CVD methods. The RF glow discharge method has particularly been
used for producing high efficiency thin film a-Si:H solar cells. Many new
techniques of fabrication of high quality amorphous materials have also been
investigated [30, 31, 32, 33]. Achieving the necessary efficiency to match the
cost-effective electricity will need developments in the fabrication of multi
junction devices that the incident solar radiation utilise more effectively. Form a
two-junction cell, for example, not only one gets the multi-junction cells a higher
conversion efficiency compared with that of a single cell, but also more stable.

Stacked or Multi-junction Devices

The optical energy gap of a-Si:H used for thin film solar cells ranges
from 1.6 to 1.8 eV, which is higher than that of some of the crystalline
semiconductors, e.g., 0.66 eV for Ge, 1.1 eV for Si and 1.43 eV for GaAs.
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Thus single junction a-Si:H solar cells have considerably lower collection
efficiency in the long wavelength region in comparison with that of crystalline
solar cells. In view of this, a conversion efficiency of more than 12% can only
be achieved by stacked or multi-junction a-Si:H solar cells. In a stacked cell the
wider optical energy gap cell is stacked on the top of a narrow optical energy gap
cell. For instance, an a - S ^ G e ^ H alloy as a narrow gap material can be used for
the bottom cell, and an a-Si:H material for the top cell. Amorphous silicon alloys
based stacked or tandem structure solar cells have outstanding potential for the
future developments of the low cost and environmental friendly production of
solar electricity. Tandem structure a-Si solar cells have been demonstrated to
have higher conversion efficiency than their single junction counterparts. A
variety o f configurations of stacked solar cells, including dual and triple cell
structures, have been reported. All these approaches utilise the similar feature,
either a number of different materials or different thicknesses of the same
material, to achieve a more complete utilisation of the incident solar spectrum.
Very impressive results in the range of 13% to 16% have led confidence in the
multi-junction approach for future thin film devices.

H etero-junction devices

Another noticeable progress in the research and development in a-S i based
solar cells is so called the hetero-junction structure cells using a series of new
28

materials, i.e., a-SiC, a-SiGe and a-SiSn etc. These materials have considerably
good valency controllability by the hydrogenation passivation of dangling bonds
of substantial impurity with proper gas mixture techniques. In a-S iC /a-S i hetero
junction structure solar cells, for example, a-SiC serves as a wide band gap
material for a p-layer in a p - i- n type cell. This wide band gap window layer
facilitates the cell to have an increased built-in potential and high collection
efficiency [34]. Optical [35], electrical [36] and numerical [37] analyses,
advanced artificially constructed junction structure cells [38] as well as the
progresses in the material technologies have helped improve the conversion
efficiency of hetero-junction solar cells continuously. A conversion efficiency of
18.1% for a-S i/c-S i type hetero-junction structure solar cells has recently been
achieved [39].

Utilisation of Optically Enhanced Effect

Another

important

approach

to

further

improve

the

photovoltaic

performance of large area a-Si based solar cells is the optical enhancement
effect. Efficient absorption of all the incident solar radiation is necessary for any
multi-layer thin film a-Si:H solar cell in order to gain a desired high conversion
efficiency. Usually the inefficient utilisation of incident solar radiation in a cell is
caused by the interface reflection losses at air/semiconductor, TCO/a-Si and
semiconductor/semiconductor. The optical enhancement technique increases the
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absorption of the incident solar spectrum and reduces these losses. The approach
for minimising these losses is the use of some innovative methods. For instance,
the reduction of the total reflection of the cell can be achieved using a suitable
front anti-reflection coating. Some transparent conducting oxide (TCO), such as
ITO, S n0 2 and ZnO [40, 41, 42] are normally employed for this purpose. In a
TCO/p/i/n/back contact type cell, a layer of TCO serves not only as a AR
coating but also as a transparent front electrical contact. Sufficient absorption of
incident solar radiation may also be accomplished using a high reflective rear
contact. High reflecting back contact, such as Ag or Al, enables the light which
is not absorbed after one pass through the a-Si layers to be reflected at the rear
contact back into the cell. In a high efficiency a-Si p-i-n solar cell, a combined
ITO/Ag high reflecting rear contact is also used to improve the back reflectance
of the device [43]. In this case, ITO is textured to efficiently scatter the light
within the solar cells. Light scattering in conjunction with a high reflecting rear
contact results in a higher short circuit current density [20]. This concept has
also been applied to hetero-structure cells. Fujimoto et al [44] have developed a
fji-Si/a-Si hetero-junction cell with a T i0 2/Ag as a rear contact, which increases
the efficiency by more than 9%. Finally, an approach to design layered cells by
maximising the absorption of the incident solar radiation can also lead to
achieving a desired efficiency. Using the optical design method, one can actually
determine the optimal thickness of various layers and hence provide useful
information in the fabrication of a thin film a-Si solar cell. For a Schottky
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barrier solar cell, for example, one can increase its short circuit current density
by more than 5% at an optimal thin film of the a-Si:H [18].

Power Modules

The ultimate-use of any photovoltaic module is the power generation. As
mentioned in the previous sections, the economical and compatible characteristics
of an a-Si solar cell make it more suitable for terrestrial applications as
compared to single crystalline solar cells. Some commercial consumer products,
such as solar powered calculators, watches and radios use a-Si solar cells. Solar
energy systems used for water pumps, outdoor lights, car sunroof, solar guide
post and solar powered boat have also been developed. Recent advances in
progressing large-scale power modules in using thin film a-Si alloys has yielded
an 8.4% aperture area efficiency and 33.2 Watts on a 0.4m 2 module [45]. The
continuous progress in research and development in innovative device designs, aSi materials, utility-type power modules and a sustained effort over the next few
years can prove a-Si alloys as a useful mechanism for power generation. Thin
film a-Si power modules offer a bright future for human being to use of solar
energy efficiently, economically and environmental friendly.
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3.1

Introduction

The optical properties of thin film photovoltaic devices have attracted
considerable attention. This is because without a firm understanding of the optical
properties of thin film solar cells one cannot optimise the spectral response and
thicknesses of various layers of thin film solar cells for a desired level of
photovoltaic performance. This chapter is devoted to describing the method of
calculations of various optical properties for layered semiconductor materials used
as a device. Amorphous hydrogenated silicon ( a-Si:H ) is a radically new type
of semiconductor. The absorption coefficient of a-Si:H is greater than 104 cm "1
over the most of the visible spectral region ( ~1.9 eV < hv < ~4.0 eV ). Thus it
requires merely 1 fim thick a-Si:H film to absorb most of the solar energy. The
development of efficient thin film ( ~ 1.0 fim ) solar cells utilising a-Si:H and its
alloy deposited by DC or RF glow discharge as well as chemical vapour
deposition ( CVD ) methods has been widely used [ 1 - 4 ]. Generally, a thin film
a-Si:H solar cell consists of layers of transparent conducting oxide ( TCO ),
absorbing amorphous silicon and rear contact materials.

The application of thin

film a-Si:H solar cells becomes restricted due to insufficient

absorption of the

incident solar radiation in the active layers, particularly in the multi-junction
thin film structure solar cells. The optimisation of these multi-layer thin film
structure devices can be achieved by optimising the TCO and various
a-Si:H layers, as well as by selecting a highly reflecting rear
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contact [ 5, 6 , 7 ] so that maximum number of solar photons can be absorbed in
the active semiconductor layer. As the active layer is only a few wavelength
thick ( 0.3 to 1.0 jum ), interference effects will occur in devices with highly
reflecting back contacts for weakly absorbed light. These effects can be used to
improve the solar cell efficiency [ 5, 8, 9 ].

As stated above from the optical point of view, a thin film a-Si:H solar
cell or any other thin film structure solar cell can be considered as a multi-layer
thin film system composed of absorbing and non-absorbing materials. Therefore
the optical properties and optimal structure of such a layered structure device can
be investigated by applying thin film optical analysis techniques. There are a few
theoretical approaches and experimental techniques known in the literature to
study the optical properties of thin film a-Si:H solar cells [ 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 ].
Boer et al [ 9,12 ] have calculated the absorbance in a-Si:H Schottky diode solar
cell considering it as a multilayer structure and using any one of the electric or
magnetic field components of the incident electromagnetic wave. Considering aSi:H solar cells as multi-layer interference filters, Demichelis et al [13, 14] have
introduced another method for calculating their absorbance, reflectance and
transmittance. Both methods involve quite complicated

recursion formulae for

calculating the reflectance and transmittance of electromagnetic waves at each
interface.
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In this chapter, however, we introduce another method based on the theory of
thin film optics due to Macleod [15] for analysing optical admittance of thin
films. Applying this method one can express both reflectance and transmittance
as a function of admittance. And therefore one requires only the calculation of
the admittance of a cell to get all optical properties, such as reflectance,
transmittance and absorbance as a function of the wavelength of the incident
solar radiation.

3.2

Optical Admittance of a Medium

To understand in a quantitative way the performance o f thin film optical
devices, from a thin film optics point of view, it is necessary to investigate the
propagation characteristics of a plane electromagnetic wave in a thin film system
composed of absorbing and non-absorbing materials as well as interfaces. The
properties o f propagation of electromagnetic waves in thin film, i.e., the
tangential components of the continuous electric and magnetic fields of positive
and negative travelling waves, can be obtained by solving Maxwell’s equations
together with the appropriate material equations. In isotropic media these
equations are given as:
V-Z) = p,
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(3.1)

V x E = - dB/dt,

(3.2)

V x H = j + dD/dt,

(3.3)

V B = 0,
where

.

„

j = oE,

D = sE ,

B

= pH .

(3.4) '

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

Z), J? and jf are the vectors of electric displacement, electric field strength and
electric current density respectively. H, B, p, o, s and fx are magnetic field
strength, magnetic flux density, electric charge density, electric conductivity,
permeability and permittivity of the medium respectively. To the above equation
one can add
e = ere0,

(3.8)

V = MrJV

(3-9)

c 2 = ix0s0 ,

(3.10)

where e0 and ^ are the permittivity and permeability of free space respectively,
£r and jxT are the relative permittivity and permeability, and c is the velocity of
light in free space. Following the treatment of the electromagnetic field equations
by Born and Wolf [16], eqs.(3.2) and (3.3) can be converted into the following
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equations for solving E and H as:

V°S - / -

♦^

•

(3.12)

The solutions of equations (3.11) and (3.12) are known in the form of a planelpolarised harmonic plane wave. For a wave propagation along the x axis with an
angular frequency, w, the electric component, E, and the magnetic component, H,
can be expressed as:

E = JZ0exp[i(<af - —

x)\,

(3.13)

H = H 0exp[i(ut - i S c ) ] ,

(3.14)

where E 0 and H 0 are the vector amplitudes of E and H respectively, k is the
wavelength ( k = 2jrc/o> ), and N is the complex refractive index given by N = n
- ik, where n and k are the real and imaginary parts of N respectively. N, n and k
are usually the functions of wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. Generally,
for a similar wave, propagating in a direction given by direction coefficient (a, ft,
y), the above expressions for E and H become:

and
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E = E 0 exp { i [ u t - l ^ . ( a x + fiy + 72:)]} ,

(3.15)

and

H = H 0 exp { i[u t - ? ^ ( a x + j87 + 72 )]} .

(3.16)

A

Some important relation between E and H for this type of electromagnetic waves
can also be derived from Maxwell’s equations. We denote vector S = a i + /3j
+ 7 k to be a unit vector in the direction of propagation of the wave, where i, j
and k are the unit vectors along the x, y and z axes, respectively. Equations
(3.15) and (3.16) can be written as:

E = E 0 exp[/(atf - 2 i r 5* r)] ,

(3.17)

A

and

H = Ha exp [i(uf - 2 tt1N S -r )] .

A

(3.18)

From eq.(3.17), we have:

— = iaE ,
dt

(3.19)

and from eqs.(3.3)-(3.6), we know that
V X H = oE +

e —

dt
= (a + io)s)E
= i— E.
c 2n

Using
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(3.20)

< yxm

=

dHz _ dl ^
dy
dz
•2 ttN

Sc< ft ft ♦, ,• 2 t c N Sp f l ,
7 7

=

(S x fl),

= -i—
c

CV x H ) y =
=

(SxH )

(S x H ) y

-i™ .

c

(SxH)

(V xH )z =
=

(3.22)

y

,

(3.23)

(S xH )z
c

(SxiZ)z

(3.24)

(SxH )

(3.25)

so that

(V x fl) =

c

and then using eq.(3.20) we get:

(3.26)

(SxH ) =
C [X

Multiplying by S x from the left to eq.(3.26),and using the vector identity
A x B x C = (A*C)B - (A*B)C, we get:

—

(S xE ) = H .

(3.27)

C [A

It is therefore to be noted that E, H and S are mutually perpendicular and form a
right handed set. The dimensionless quantity N/cp is defined as the optical
admittance of the medium, and it is usually denoted by y. In the vacuum the
optical admittance is given by:

/

= — = ( - ) * = 4 r ! piem ens) .
cn
fx0
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In a medium, p =

(3.28)

and in the optical frequency region, /xr = 1. Then using

eq.(3.28) in eq.(3.27) we get the optical admittance in a medium, y, as:

y

3.3

=

( 3

- 2 9 )

Reflectance

A thin film photovoltaic device usually consists of a number of boundaries
between various homogeneous media. When light strikes the device surface,
some fraction of the incident light will be reflected back to the incident medium
and the rest of it will be transmitted across the boundaries between various
layers. Therefore the sum of all the reflection and transmission through each
boundary gives the total reflectance and transmittance of the thin film. An
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isolated thin film has two boundaries. Let us first calculate the reflectance and
transmittance at a single boundary shown in Fig.3.1, where xy plane is defined
as a boundary between media 1 and 2, N x- and N2 are the corresponding
refractive indices of the two media. And then we will extended the theory to
calculate the reflectance and transmittance at the boundaries of a thin film.

in c id e n t

lig h t

Fig.3.1 Single boundary between two media.
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(a)

Reflectance at a Single Boundary

The boundary isdefined

byz = 0 . The boundary condition

magnitude of the tangentialcomponents of E and H at the boundary

is that the
must be

continuous for all values of x, y and time, t. If we assume the normal incidence
of the light, then both E and H will lie in a plane parallel to that of the boundary
o f the two media. An incident plane-polarised plane wave can be considered to
split into a reflected and a transmitted components at the same boundary. Our
aim is to calculate the coefficient of reflection and transmission of such a wave.
The amplitude of such a wave is a function of x, y and t. Before proceeding any
further, we need to define a sign convention for the electric and magnetic vectors
in order to have a reference for any phase changes that may occur. For
convenience, we choose the positive direction for E along the x axis for all
incident, reflected and transmitted waves, and then the positive H will be along
the y axis for both the incident and transmitted waves, but along the negative
direction of the y axis for the reflected wave. Applying the above boundary
condition to the electric and magnetic vectors, one gets:
E, + E r = E t ,

(3.30)

H. - Hr = Ht ,

(3.31)

and

where subscripts i, r and t denote amplitudes of the incident, reflected and
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transmitted waves respectively.Using eq.(3.29) in eq.(3.31) we get:
E i ~ yi Er = y 2 E t>

(3-32)

where y 1 and y 2 are the admittances of the two media 1 and 2 [see Fig.3.1]. Using
eq.(3.30) in eq.(3.32), we can eliminate E x to get:
y, ( £ , - £ , ) = y 2 ( E t + E, ) ,

(3.33)

which gives:

0 .3 4 )
^

» - y2

where r is known as the Fresnel amplitude reflection coefficient or Fresnel
reflection coefficient. The reflectance at the boundary, R, is then obtained as:

r

= r r * =(yi ~ y2) ( Z l Z I ) *
+ y2

.

(3.35)

yi + y2

For an oblique incidence, the optical admittance for p-polarised light, y p, and s polarised light, y s, can be expressed as y p = y/cos 0 and ys = ycosO, respectively,
where 0 is the angle of incidence (for normal incidence, 8 is equal to zero).

(b)

Reflectance of a Thin Film

In the case of a thin film covering the surface of a substrate, there exist
two interfaces at both sides of the film. The presence of two (or more) interfaces
means that there will be two reflected waves due to successive reflections at each
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boundary. For calculating the coefficient of reflection from a thin film, one has
to take into account the superposition of both the reflected waves. Fig.3.2 shows
the schematic representation of a thin film on a substrate, where N0, N x and N2
are the refractive indices of the incident medium, thin film and substrate
respectively, d is the actual thickness of the thin film. Normally it can be
assumed that the thickness of the substrate is infinite in comparison with the
thickness of a thin film. This enables one to assume only the transmitted wave
exists in the substrate and without any reflection. However, from the boundaries
of the thin film both the transmitted and reflected waves will be generated.

tight
incident nedlum
jjj—
^

Ni

boundary a
actual thickness
o f the film
boundary b

Fig.3.2 Schematic diagram of the plane wave incident on a thin film.
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Let us denote waves in the direction of incidence by symbol + and waves
in the opposite direction by symbol - as used by Macleod [15]. At the boundary
b, shown in Fig.3.2, the tangential electric component, Eb, and the tangential
magnetic component, H b, can be written as:
E b = Elb + E'lb ,

(3.36)

and
H b = y,Elb - yiE-b ,

(3.37)

where Eb and Hb represent the magnitudes of an electric and magnetic
components of the transmitted wave respectively.

is the admittance of the thin

film. From eqs.(3.36) and (3.37), one obtains:

=

E'u

= I
^

+

(3.38)

( - H i + E b) ,
y,

(3.39)

H;b = y 1E;b ^ ^ ( H b * y f i b ) ,

=

-y,E;„

(3.40)

(3.41)

The magnitudes of the tangential electric, Ea, and magnetic components, Ha, at
the boundary, a, (Fig.3.2) will differ in phase by a factor due to the path
difference d from those at boundary at b. The phase factor of the +ve waves is
etd, where 6 is the angular phase difference given by:
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5 = 2 ttN d c o s d / \ .

(3.42)

6 is the angle of refraction at boundary a. The -ve waves will have a phase
factor e lh. Using eqs.(3.38)-(3.42), the tangential components Ea and Ha at the
boundary a can be written as:

E

,

7
2

,

(3-43)

+ E , )« -» ,

(3.44)

y,

E u = E ,; e - “ = 1 ( - ^
2
y,

H u = f l,; e “ = 1 ( H„ + y, E b )

E f. =

\

,

(3.45)

( n t - y t Et ) e - “ .

(3.46)

Now using eqs.(3.43)-(3.46) one can express the Ea and Ha components at the
boundary a as:

Ea ~

a + E la
p iS

= E. ( g
b

.

p i6 _

p -it>

2

g

) + H. ( b

p -i&

1_ )
2y,

= E.cosd + H . L ^ ,

and

Ha =

h

(3.47)

;0 + H'la
p iS

=
= / y,

_

„ - i5

p it

.

p -ih

(■ £ _ £ _ ■ ) + ^ ( £ _ _ L £ _ )
sin5 + Hbcos8 .
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(3.48)

The relations given in eqs.(3.47) and (3.48) can also be written in a
matrix form as:

Y

cos 5

( i sin 5) / y,

Ea

i y, sin 8

cos 8

Y
A

(3.49)

The matrix in eq.(3.49) enables one to express the tangential components of E
and H at the incident boundary, a, as a function of those at the transmitted
boundary, b, for a thin film with two boundaries. If we define yeff as the
effective (or in p u t) optical admittance of the assembly consisting of the incident
medium, thin film and substrate, then in analogy with equation (3.30), yeff can be
written as:
H
y eff
efr = E

(3.50)

Using eq.(3.50) in eq.(3.49) we can write:

• i •
y ejr

cos 6

(/ sin 8 ) / y.

■1 '

i y, sin 8

cos 8

. y2 .

(3.51)

By defining,

B
C

cos 8

( / sin 5) / y,

i y, sin 8

cos 8

'

1

'

(3.52)

A

and Hb = y2 Eb; y2 being the admittance of the substrate, where B and C are
functions of E and H, The matrix in eq.(3.52) is known as the characteristic
matrix of the assembly. From eq.(3.52) one then can determine yejr as:
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y,M = CIB ■

(3.53)

Using eq.(3.34) now, the Fresnel reflection coefficient, r, of the assembly can be
determined from:

(3.54)

and the reflectance of the assembly, R, from:

R

= rr* =

y*

~

y«

y , + yeJr

y ‘ ~ y ‘ff

(3.55)

y ,+ y«

In this way, the calculation of reflectance of a thin film reduces merely to find
the reflectance of a simple interface between an incident medium of admittance,
y,- ( yj=Ny° ), and an assembly medium of admittance yeff.

3.4

Reflectance and Transmittance of a Multi-layer Thin Film System

Any thin film solar cell typically consists of layers of the transparent
conducting oxide (TCO), absorbing semiconductor layers, rear contact metal and
substrate. From the optical point of view, one can consider such a device as a
multi-layer thin film system composed of absorbing and non-absorbing materials.
In this section we will present a method of determining the effective admittance
of a multi-layer system as an extension of the method given in section 3.3. For
this purpose, first, let us add another thin film at the bottom of the single film
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Incident medium

No

boundary a

Ni

c*i

\f_

thin fllms<

A

boundary b

Na

£

boundary c

s u b str a te

Fig.3.3 Combination of two films deposited on a substrate.
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considered in the previous section, and denote the last interface by c, as
illustrated in Fig.3.3. Consider NQ, N u N2 and N3 being the refractive indices of
the incident medium, first film, second film and substrate respectively, and d x
and d2 the actual thicknesses of the two thin films. Using eq.(3.52) the
characteristic matrix of the bottom film nearest to the substrate can be written as:

cosy 2

(z'sinS 2 ) / y 2

/ y2 sin S2

cos 52

(3.56)

where y 2 is the admittance of the bottom film. Also then from eq.(3.49) we can
write:
*

V
A

cos 52

( i sin b2) / y 2

i y2 sin 52

cos 52

*

EC

(3.57)

Now writing Ea and Ha as a function of Eb and Hb according to eq.(3.49) we get:

' Ea

c o s 6,-

( / s i n 5 ,) / y ,

Ha

zyjSinS,

cos 5,

cos 5,

( / s i n 6j ) / y ,

i y, sin 5,

cos 5,

A
<

■ft.
cos d2
i y2 sin d2

( i sin S2 ) / y2
cos 52

>c

, (3.58)

ft

id the characteristic matrix of the assembly of two thin film becomes:

B
C

cosSj

( / s i n 5 1) / y ,

cos5 2

( / sin 52 ) / y2

i y, sin 5,

cos 6,

i y2 sin d2

cos b2

1 •

• (3.59)

)>3

The effective admittance yeff of the assembly can be calculated using eq.(3.53),
and the reflection coefficient and the reflectance can be determined from
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eq.(3.54) and (3.55) respectively.

This result can easily be extended to the general case of a system with m
layers. The characteristic matrix of such a multi-layer assembly is simply the
product of the individual matrices taken in the correct order, which gives:

n

cos 6.

( i sin 6 .) /y.

i y J sin <5.
\

cos <5i .

j

\ ■/

\
1

(3.60)

/ .
J

where y} and y m+1 are the admittance of the jih layer and substrate respectively. <5j
is the angular phase given by:
„
2 tzN. d. cos6
S. =
11
j

------------\----------

where d} is the actual thickness of the ;th layer, and
refractive index given by

(3.61)

is the corresponding

= /ij - ik}; n} and k} being the real and imaginary

parts of TVj respectively. Both n} and k} are functions of the wavelength A of the
incident electromagnetic waves. The matrix equation (3.60) takes into account the
effect of the multiple reflections in a multi-layer structure. Using eq.(3.53) and
(3.60) one can calculate the effective admittance y eff for an m layered thin film
system, and then the total reflectance, R(X), can be determined using eq.(3.55) in
the following form:
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y* ~ y *

R( X ) =
I

yt +

v

(3.62)
J

l yt +y*

The reflectance thus obtained depends on the wavelength of the incident
radiation. Assuming normal incidence, the total transmittance, T(X), can be
expressed as [ 5, 17’]:

T ( X ) = [1 - R ( X ) ] ] J

where

ijr. ,

(3.63)

is the ratio of the time average numerical magnitude of the Poynting's

vector at th e /th and (/'—l)th boundaries, and it is given by:

=

R e ( yh i )

(3.64)

Re ( y. ) | cos<5. + y .+1 sind. / N.

Re(yj+i) and Refyj) represent the real parts of effective admittance for (/+l)th and
jth

layers respectively. The total absorbance A(X) in the multilayer system can

then be calculated as:
A ( X ) = 1 - T( X ) - R( X ) .

(3.65)

Defining F(X) as the flux of the incident solar radiation, measured in Wm ' 2
/m f\

and using eqs (3.64), (3.65) and (3.67), the integrated normalised

reflectance, R , transmittance, T, and absorbance, A, can also be calculated as:
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The advantage of calculating R, T and A is that these quantities are obtained as
functions of the real thickness of an amorphous silicon cell. It therefore becomes
possible to optimise the thickness of the cell through maximising the integrated
absorbance and minimising the integrated reflectance. An optimal structure of a
thin film solar cell thus designed can be very useful in the fabrication of such
cells of any desired high efficiency.

3.5

Computer Simulation

In the previous sections, we presented a theory to calculate the optical
properties of any multi-layer thin film semiconductor devices, such as the
reflectance, transmittance and absorbance, which can be determined numerically
by solving the matrix equation (3.60) and then using eqs.(3.62)-(3.68). The
schematic flow chart of a computer program describing the procedure of the
numerical calculation is shown in Fig.3.4. The program is written in the computer
language Fortran 77 [18]. Here first the effective optical admittance,

Fig.3.4 Flow chart for the computation of optical properties of a-Si:H solar
cells.
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y eJT, of the multi-layer device is calculated using eq. (3.60), as a function of the
incident photon wavelength, X, within a desired wavelength region, say from Xa
to Xb. Having obtained yeJf, the reflectance, R(k), transmittance, T(k) and
absorbance, /1(X), are calculated using eqs.(3.62), (3.63) and (3.65), for various
thicknesses and the corresponding optical parameters, zz(X), and extinction
coefficients, k(k) of each layer. The normalised integrated values of R, T and A
are then obtained from the integration from Xa to Xb. The Simpson’s integration
method [19] is used for the integration. For the purpose of the integration, the
unknown values of n(k) and k (\) for the desired interval, between the two
known neighbouring data points are obtained by linear interpolation. For
example, assuming (Xl5 f ,) and (X2, f 2) are the two pairs of neighbouring known
points, the unknown values of / between f 2 and f 2 at a wavelength, X, are
interpolated by:

f 'f >

+

T —

T- (X ' Xi> '

*1 ~ A1

(369>

Eq.(3.69) is used to define n(X), k(K) and solar flux F(k) at AMI at any desired
wavelength region in the integration. Having determined the optical properties of
a thin film device, its photovoltaic characteristics are simulated. The calculated
results are then compared with those from the experiments.

From the design point of view of a thin film device, it is clearly seen that
the present method can be used to optimise the structure of any thin film solar
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cell. Therefore, using this method one can actually choose the most suitable
TCO coating of the device by minimising the spectral reflectance, and determine
the optimal thicknesses of each active layer of the solar cell and rear contact
materials by maximising the absorbance in the cell. The present approach and
the relevant numerical calculations can also provide a way to quantitatively
understand the relation between the photovoltaic performance of a-Si:H solar
cells and the limitations of the available materials, such as the band tails of aSi:H. The results thus obtained can provide leading design information in
advance. The following chapters deal in detail with the study of the optical
properties and optimal design of Schottky barrier diode, p-i-n single junction and
tandem structure a-Si:H solar cells.
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CHAPTER 4

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF AMORPHOUS SILICON
SOLAR CELLS

4.1

Introduction

4.2

Optical Properties of Schottky a-Si:H Solar Cells

4.3

Optical Properties of p-i-n a-Si:H Solar Cells

4.4

Conclusions
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4.1

Introduction

As solar cells operate on the electro-optical behaviour of a semiconducting
material, much interest has developed in studying the optical properties of
semiconductors used for solar cells [1, 2, 3, 4]. For most domestic purposes
these days, amorphous silicon solar cells are manufactured using the thin film
technology. In order to, optimise the design

of such cells, it becomes a

prerequisite to understand their optical characteristics particularly of thin films
used. The method of admittance analysis of a thin film system presented in the
previous chapter enables us to calculate the optical properties of a-Si thin film
solar cells. For applying this method to a-Si:H based thin film solar cells one
requires the refractive index, n(K), and extinction coefficient, k(k), of the
individual layers of the device as a function of the wavelength of the incident
radiation.

In this chapter we present the calculation of the reflectance R(k),
transmittance T(k) and absorbance A(k) for a-Si:H solar cells. Both Schottky
barrier and p-i-n types of a-Si:H solar cells are studied. Schottky barrier diode
solar cells are considered to be composed of thin films of a non-absorbing rear
contact, absorbing a-Si:H, barrier metal layers and non-absorbing TCO. And
p-i-n type cells are assumed to have thin films of a non-absorbing rear contact,
absorbing layers of p-, i- and n- types of a-Si:H and non-absorbing TCO. The
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optical analysis of Schottky barrier diode a-Si:H solar cells is done for cells with
specification: TCO/Au/a-Si:H/metal, and that of p - i- n type a-Si:H solar cells as:
TCO/p/i/n/metal. Here we focus our attention only on the optical behaviour. The
results obtained from the present method are in good agreement with the
experimental results [5] as well as theoretical results of Boer et al [6] and
Demichelis et al [7].'

Using eqs (3.66)-(3.68), we have calculated the reflectance, R(X),
transmittance, T(X), and absorbance, A(X), for both types of solar cells. The
optical

constants

n(X)

and

k(X) for various rear contact materials used are

taken from the American Institute of Physics Handbook [8], and those for a-Si:H
in Schottky diode type solar cells are taken from the experimental results by
Cody et al [9]. The optical constants n(X) and k(X) for p, i and n types of a-Si:H
are taken from Eskenas et al [10]. As the contribution of photons of wavelength
longer than 1250 nm to the photocurrent is regarded to be negligible, the
integration is carried over the wavelength from 320 to 1250 nm. For integrations
in eqs. (3.66)-(3.68), the values of optical constants are obtained from linear
interpolation of the experimental data [eq.(3.69)].

The section two of this chapter contains a brief review of wavelength
dependent optical constants for various types of p, i and n layers of a-Si:H films,
as well as metal films. Section three describes the calculated results for Schottky
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barrier diode solar cells and section four addresses the optical analysis of p - i- n
junction solar cells. The optimisation of TCO layer for both types of solar cells
and the effect of different rear contact metals on the photovoltaic performance of
a cell are also discussed. A conclusion of the results obtained is presented in
section five, suggesting that the present method can be applied for calculating the
optical properties of any thin film solar cell. An optimal cell structure can be
A

designed by maximising the total absorbance and minimising the front reflectance
loss from a thin film solar cell.
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Optical Properties of Schottky a-Si:H Solar Cells

For Schottky diode a-Si:H solar cells we have used rear contacts of Ag,
Au, Al, Mo and Pt. The top transparent gold film is taken to be 7.5 nm thick [5].
In order to check

the accuracy of our method we have applied it to calculate

A(A) using the data used by

Boer et al [6] in their work and found that our

calculated results of spectral absorbance, A(A), agree very well with theirs. For
the results obtained in this thesis however we have used the data of n(A) and
k(A) for a-Si:H measured by Cody et al [9]. This is because Boer et al [6] have
measured only k(A) for a-Si:H thin films, and used n(A) from Zanzucchi et al
[11]. It is therefore possible that the results of n(A) and k(A) used by Boer et al
[ 6] may not have come from the same a-Si:H thin films. As Cody et al [9] have
measured both n(A) and k(A), we have used their results for our calculation.
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absorbance
spectral
C alculated
—

Ag co n tact
Mo c o n ta c t

—

Au co n tact
P t co n tact

•

Al c o n t a c t

Fig.4.1 Calculated spectral absorbance of a cell with the thickness of i layer as
0.25 fim as a function of wavelength of the incident radiation for different rear
contact metals of thickness 7.5 nm.
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at S i / m e t a l i n t e r f a c e
R eflectance

—

M o /S i

—

P t/S i

Fig.4.2 Reflectance at a-Si:H/metal interface as a function of wavelength of the
incident radiation. (a-Si:H thickness = 0.25 /an)
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We have shown A(X) as a function of A., calculated from our method, for
rear contact of Ag, Au, Al, Mo and Pt in Fig.4.1. We find that in the short
wavelength region A (k) is the same for all rear contacts studied here, this is
because the light is completely absorbed before reaching the back contact. In the
long wavelength region, however, A(X) is found to behave differently for
different rear contact metals. The relative maximum absorbance for all metals
occurs in about the same wavelength region from 0 .6 2 /an to 0.64 jum for 7.5 nm
thick barrier metal and 0.25 jum thick a-Si:H layer, but the maximum heights of
the peak vary significantly. Our calculated results, shown in Fig.4.1, reveal that
cells with silver, gold or aluminium as a rear contact metal will achieve a higher
spectral absorbance in comparison with those with molybdenum or platinum as a
rear contact metal. Fig.4.2 shows the calculated reflectance at the interface of
a-S:H and rear metal contact for all five metals. Results of Fig.4.2 reveal that
silver, gold or aluminium give higher reflection than molybdenum or platinum as
rear contact metals. For a device with the lower reflectivity at the rear contact
such as Mo and Pt, the interference effect is much smaller than in a device with
high reflectivity metals such as Ag and Al. The intensity differences in the
absorbance peaks for various contacts shown in Fig.4.1 are directly related to the
reflectivity of the rear contact metals. Thus by choosing a high reflecting metal
such as Ag for the rear contact one can obtain a high spectral absorbance, which
is also a well known experimental result. High reflecting rear contacts can lead
to a substantial increase in the

conversion
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efficiency

of a-Si:H based solar

cells [12, 13, 14].

In Fig.4.3, we have shown the integrated absorbance, A, calculated from
eq.(3.70) at A M I as a function of the thickness of a-Si:H in a Schottky type
solar cell with Ag and Mo as rear contact metals. For molybdenum contact, we
find that initially the integrated absorption, A , of the Schottky barrier diode solar
cell, increases rapidly with the film thickness, then it oscillates a little at about
0.08 to 0.15 jum and eventually becomes constant at larger thicknesses. In
contrast to this, for Schottky solar cells with Ag rear contact, A shows prominent
oscillations at all thicknesses although the amplitude of oscillations decreases at
large thickness. The position of relative maximum absorption occurs at film
thicknesses d = 0.09, 0.18, 0.27, 0.37, 0.46, 0.54, and 0.71 jum, and absorption
minimum at d - 0.04, 0.13, 0.22, 0.30, 0.39, 0.48, 0.57 and 0.66 jum. In order to
understand the oscillating behaviour of the integrated absorption in a-Si:H film,
we have calculated

absorbance in a-Si:H films of different thicknesses. The

results are shown in Fig.4.4,

where AM I spectral absorbance is plotted as a

function of the incident wavelength for film thicknesses of 0.25 jum , 0.27 jum
and 0.30 jum

chosen on the basis of the results shown in

Fig.4.3. The film

thickness d = 0.27 jum corresponds to a maximum integrated absorption peak and
d = 0.30 jum to a minimum. From Fig.4.4 it is obvious that the peaks show a red
shift in their position as the thickness of a-Si:H increases. In order to illustrate
our point, we choose a wavelength of 0.67 jum at which a minimum
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Fig.4.3 AMI integrated absorbance as a function of a-Si:H'film thickness.
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Fig.4.4 Spectral absorbance as a function of wavelength of the incident radiation
for a-Si:H film of three different thicknesses.
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occurs for thin film thickness of 300 nm, a maximum occurs for film thickness of
270 nm. The change in the position of maximum and minimum in absorption
with change in film thickness is a result o f interference from rear contact which
is silver in this case. It is therefore apparent that the appearance of maxima and
minima in the integrated absorbance yl as shown in Fig.4.3, is due to interference
from the rear contact. In the case of silver as the rear contact metal, interference
is more prominent than in the case of molybdenum. Thus from optical point of
view, with the help of Fig.4.3, one can optimise the interference peak to achieve
the desired integrated absorption by choosing an appropriate film thickness of
a-Si:H and rear contact. This analysis is expected to help design an optimal solar
cell.

The calculation presented here is based on the optical constants of a-Si:H
films measured by Cody et al [9]. However, a more recent set of data on a-Si:H
in a narrower wavelength region is given in a comprehensive review by Cody
[15]. Using the recent data we have evaluated R(A), T(X) andA(A) in the common
wavelength region of 0.34 fml to 0.825 fim for a Schottky diode solar cell with a
structure of Au/a-Si:H / Ag. For a particular set of values of 7.5nm for the
thickness of Au film, and 0.25 fim for the thickness of a-Si:H film, we have
calculated the relative maximum absorbance using both sets of data for optical
constants. The recent data showed the maximum absorbance occurring at a
wavelength of 0.64/un in comparison with 0.63/mi obtained from the previous
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data used above. Also using the recent data, we have found that the maxima of
integrated absorption occur at film thicknesses d = 0.09, 0.15, 0.23, 0.33, 0.41,
0.49 and 0.56/on, which are comparable with the corresponding thicknesses d =
0.09, 0.18, 0.27, 0.37, 0.46, 0.54 and 0.71/mi obtained from the previous data.
Although one may conclude that the results obtained from the recent data should
be more accurate, these data, as stated above, are available only in a narrower
wavelength region of 0.34 to 0.825/im in comparison with that of 0.32 to 1.25/mi
which covers a wider range and hence more suitable for the integrations used
here. We have therefore preferred to use the previous data for the results obtained
here. The method of calculation of absorbance as presented here is of course
applicable with the recent set of data as well.

Capacitance-voltage measurements of thin a-Si:H films indicate that most
cells with a thickness less then 0.4 /mi are depleted at zero bias. That

means an

a-Si:H solar cell with a thickness of about 0.4 /on can act fully as a depletion
region and therefore the recombination loss will be minimum. The absorption in
a 0.37 /mi silver back contact cell is almost equal to the A M I absorption in a
0.46 fim cell. However from an electronic point of view, a 0.37 /mi thick cell is
preferable to a 0.46 /mi thick cell because the ratio of the drift length to the cell
thickness is higher, therefore the recombination loss is reduced. Although, from
Fig.4.3 one finds that a thickness of 0.02 /mi has the maximum integrated
absorption, such a thickness will not be practical due to interdiffusion processes
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taking place at the interface.
For a given structure of a solar cell we have calculated the optimal
refractive index, n, and thickness, t, o f TCO using the AM I integrated
absorption in the a-Si:H film for a range of values of n and t. The results are
shown in Fig.4.5 where the contour map of absorption is plotted by normalising
it to the optimum value. For a cell with 0.37 fim thick a-Si:H film, the optimal
value of the refractive index of TCO is n = 2.4 and that of its thickness is t =
38 nm. It can be seen from Fig.4.5 that for the maximum absorption in a solar
cell one should choose a TCO with n in the range of 2.3 to 2.45 and t in the
range of 37 nm to 41 nm. In Fig.4.5 we have also shown the contours of
absorption for combinations of the refractive index n and thicknesses of TCO t
which represent 1% and 2% below the maximum absorption.

In Fig.4.6 we have plotted the integrated reflectance as a function of the
thickness of TCO for two different thicknesses of the a-Si:H film. It shows that
the TCO thickness that gives the minimum reflectance does not depend on the
thickness of the a-Si:H film. Therefore the optimal thicknesses of both TCO and
a-Si:H can be chosen independently to reduce the reflection and maximise the
absorption in an a-Si:H Schottky barrier solar cell. In Fig.4.7 we have shown the
effect of TCO on the absorbance A ( \) of a Schottky a-Si:H solar cell, where it is
obvious that the absorbance increases significantly for a cell with optimal TCO
layer.
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Fig.4.5 Contour Map of normalising AMI integrated absorbance as a function of
the refractive index and the thickness of TCO.
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a-Si:H thicknesses of 250 nm and 370 nm.
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Fig.4.7 Calculated spectral absorbance as a function of wavelength of the
incident radiation for a cell with and without TCO coating.
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4.3

Optical Properties of p-i-n a-Si:H Solar Cells

The calculation of absorbance A (k) for p-i-n type solar cells is done using
the same method as that for Schottky barrier a-Si:H solar cell. Here we consider
a p-i-n cell with three layers of p-, i- and n- types of a-Si:H which have different
optical properties. For a given layer configuration of a solar cell, the integrated
absorption are shown in Fig.4 . 8. The solid curve is obtained for different
thicknesses of p layer by keeping the thicknesses of i and n layers constant at
0.25 /xm and 0.01 /im respectively. Likewise, the dashed curve is calculated by
taking a constant thickness of 0.01 /xm of both p and n layers, and dotted curve
is calculated by keeping the thicknesses of p and i layers as 0.01 jxm and 0.25
/xm respectively. These values are chosen in accordance with our results
discussed for the case of Schottky barrier cells. We find from Fig.4.8 that the
maximum integrated absorbance of the cell occurs at a thickness of 13 nm for
the p doped layer, which is in good agreement with the experimental results [16]
suggesting that the p layer should have a thickness of 8 to 13 nm for high
efficiency p-i-n type amorphous silicon solar cells. Our results also indicate that
a further increase in the thickness of p layer will reduce the integrated
absorbance of the cell. This analysis, therefore, suggests that the optimal
thickness of p layer in a p-i-n a-Si:H solar cell can be chosen as 13 nm. In
contrast with the solid curve, in dashed and dotted curves shown in Fig.4.8, A
increases slowly with the thickness of n layer, but it fluctuates with the thickness
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Fig.4 .8 AMI integrated absorbance of a cell as a function of the thickness of p, i
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Fig.4.9 Calculated spectral absorbance of the cell as a function of wavelength of
the incident radiation for three different intrinsic layers.
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of i layer. This fluctuation differs from the case of a Schottky barrier solar cell
shown in Fig.4.3.

The spectral absorbance as a function of the wavelength is plotted in
Fig.4.9 for three different i layers of thicknesses d = 0.25 fim, 0.30 fim and 0.35
fim. Fig.4.9 reveals that A(X) has different peak structures for three different
thicknesses in the long wavelength region, which is related to the interference.
Thus the fluctuations in the dashed curve in Fig.4.8 are mainly due to
interference effect which changes the A(A) in long wavelength region, as show in
Fig.4.9.

Yablonovitch et al [1 , 2] have shown that the absorption of incident
radiation gets enhanced in textured optical sheets for solar cells. This occurs due
to scattering and some trapping of the incident light through total internal
reflections. Such enhancement of absorption may be expected for a-Si:H solar
cells as well, because most thin films are expected to have textured optical
structures by the nature of their deposition processes. However, this enhancement
is not explicitly dependent on the thickness of thin films. Therefore, an
optimisation of the thickness of various layers in a-Si:H solar cells can only be
made using the present method. This implies that an a-Si:H thin film solar cell
designed with optimal thickness according to our method will also have the
advantage of optical absorption enhancement suggested by Yablonovitch et al [1].
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The relevance of above analysis can be seen by calculating the short
circuit current density in a cell. Using eq.(3.65) we can calculate the number of
normally incident photons of wavelength k on a cell given by :

N(X) = A(K) F(X) J _ ,
h c

(4.1)

where F(X) is the flux of incident solar radiation measured in W m "2 /mi-1. From
eq.(4.1) Jsc can be calculated as:
J sc = q

J

N(X) f(X ) dX ,

(4.2)

where q is the electronic charge and f(X) is defined as a non-recombination
factor by Demichelis et al [7]. As we discussed before in the case of Schottky
barrier solar cells for optimal absorbance, a thinner cell is preferable because
the ratio of the drift length to the cell thickness /irE/d is higher. The higher ratio
of fn E to d reduces the electron-hole recombination processes, and hence the
non-recombination factor increases. As mentioned earlier, for a cell of thickness
less than 0.4 fim, one can neglect electron hole recombination,

as an

approximation, and then the non-recombination factor / can be taken as unity.
According to this approximation, we have calculated Jsc for Schottky

barrier

solar cells with a-Si:H layer of thicknesses 0.27 fim that gives maximum A , and
0.30 [xm that gives minimum A. Under AMI condition and using the limits of the
integration from 0.3 fim to 1.12 pim, we then find
Jsc ( 0.27 yum ) = 7.94 mA/cm2, and
Jsc ( 0.30 fxm ) = 7.54 mA/cm2.
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Therefore at the optimal cell thickness of 0.27 fxm the short circuit current
density increases by 5.3% . For a p-i-n cell with optimal absorbance we obtain
Jsc = 14.88 mA/cm2.

4.4

Conclusions

We have presented a method of optimising the thin film structure of both
Schottky and p-i-n types a-Si:H solar cells by maximising their integrated
absorbance. This method is expected to be easier to use for the calculation of
admittance in comparison with other methods already known in the literature.
Using this method one can select the most suitable TCO coating by minimising
the spectral reflectance, and determine the optimal thickness of a-Si:H layers and
rear contact metal by maximising the absorbance. For a Schottky barrier solar
cell, one can increase Jsc by 5.3% at an optimal thickness of the a-Si:H film.
The method introduced here can easily be used for calculations on

other

multi-layered solar cells such as tandem cells, multi-junction cells as well as
CuInSez thin film solar cell.
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5.1

Introduction

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) material exhibits a high
electronic quality with mobility and life-time product of minority carriers
exceeding 10~8cm 2/V. It has a very high absorption coefficient which allows most
of the solar energy to be absorbed within only a submicrometer thickness.
Therefore, the research interest in optical and electronic properties of amorphous
silicon has been continuously growing [1-4] for its importance as an appropriate
material for producing low cost solar cells. These potential electronic and optical
properties of a-Si:H

have been used for applications in electronic and

photovoltaic

such

devices,

as

the

low cost thin

film

solar cells

[5],

electrophotographic devices, image sensors and thin film (field effect) transistors
[6]. Moreover, a-Si:H and its alloy based multilayer thin film solar cells are very
easy to deposit using modem thin film semiconductor technology. However, a Si:H suffers with the photo-induced problem of degradation reducing the
efficiency of its devices significantly. In addition, the photovoltaic application of
thin film a-Si:H device suffers with the insufficient absorption of the incident
solar radiation in their active layers, particularly in the multi-junction thin film
structure solar cells.

Much work has been devoted to optimise the photon collection in thin film
a-Si:H solar cells [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. In chapter 3 we have presented a method
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of analysing the admittance in a layered structure solar cell based on a theory
due to Macleod [13]. Using this method we have calculated the total spectral
absorbance of a thin film a-Si:H Schottky diode solar cell considering it as a
multi-layer thin film system in chapter 4. We have also determined the thickness
of a suitable TCO coating by minimising the integrated reflectance and thus
optimising the thickness of a-Si:H layer in a Schottky diode solar cell. In an
optimal design of multi-layered thin film solar cell, however, one requires not
only to understand the total absorbance in the complete cell, but also the details
of absorption in its individual layers. From the information about the light
absorption in individual layer of a cell, one can optimise the thickness of each
layer so that the absorbance in the depleting layer can be maximised, and the
reflection at the front surface and absorption loss in other inactive layers can be
minimised.

There are a few methods available in the literature for calculating the
absorption in each layer of a cell. In the previous chapter, we have mentioned
that Boer et al [8] and Demichelis et al [9] have used similar methods to evaluate
the photon absorption in various regions of multilayer configuration cells using
either one or both electric and magnetic field solutions of Maxwell’s equation in
each layer. These two methods involve quite complicated recursion formulae for
the calculation of reflectance and absorbance as a function of the wavelength of
electromagnetic waves in each layer. Ellis et al [14] have suggested an
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approximate method to calculate the absorption in a multi-layer cell of the type
of glass/TCO/p/i/metal. For instance, using Ellis et al's [14] method, the
absorbance in the i-layer can be calculated from ATCO+p+i(A) - A po^A .), where
Arco+p+iW is ^ e total absorbance of a cell with TCO, p - and i - layers, and
ATCO+p(A) is that of the same structure cell assuming that the extinction coefficient
of the i - layer is zero. Absorbance in other layers can also be calculated in a
similar manner by setting the corresponding extinction coefficient to zero.

In this chapter, we propose another method developed on the basis of our
previous work done in chapter 4, to determine the total reflectance, absorbance
and transmittance of a cell, as well as those of the individual layers of the cell as
a function of the wavelength of incident solar radiation. In our method one needs
to calculate only one parameter, the admittance of a cell or layer. Therefore, the
present method is expected to be easier to use in comparison with that suggested
by Boer et al [8] and Demichelis [9], and more accurate than that by Ellis et al
[14]. Applying our method, one can optimise the structure of any m ulti-layer thin
film solar cell for a desired high efficiency. It is therefore the purpose of this
chapter to analyse the optical loss and absorption properties of individual layers
of thin film a-Si:H solar cells. The new admittance approach developed in this
chapter also provides an optimal design analysis method for any m ulti-layer thin
film or multi-junction structure solar cells.
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Section 2 of this chapter contains a theoretical method which enables us to
calculate optical properties of individual layers of any thin film solar cell.
Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe the calculated results for design considerations of
single and multiple junction thin film a-Si:H solar cells using the admittance
method developed in section 5.2. Optical and optimal design approaches are
concluded in the section 5.5.

5.2

Calculation of Optical Properties of Individual Layers of Thin Film aSi Solar Cells

In chapter 4, we have considered a thin film a-Si solar cell as a multi
layer thin film system composed of absorbing and non-absorbing materials.
Using this concept and applying the optical admittance analysis addressed in
chapter 3, one can calculate the total absorbance, reflectance and transmittance of
Schottky barrier and single junction p -i-n types solar energy converting devices
by solving matrix equation (3.60). However, in order to design a thin film solar
cell of a desired possible high conversion efficiency, it is important to know both
the total absorbance of the cell and the absorbance of its individual layers. The
admittance analysis method discussed in chapter 3 is a way to calculate only the
overall optical property of the complete cell.To be able to obtain the optimal de
sign information of a multi-layered structure cell,we must extend the calculation
of total optical properties of the complete cell to that of its individual layers as
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well. For example consider a model system of m layers as shown in Fig.5.1, it
has got m layers ( j = 1,.., m ) , and m+1 interfaces ( / = 0 ,..,m ). We denote
the refractive index of the lowest layer by Nm and that of the substrate by Nm+].
For applying the admittance analysis method to individual layers, we start from
the lowest layer, and replace the (m-7)th and mth interfaces by a hypothetical
interface with the effective optical admittance ym as shown in Fig.5.1. In this
way our m-layered system becomes equivalent to (w-7)-layered system of thin
films on a hypothetical substrate with an optical admittance ym. This enables us
to calculate ym first. Having obtained ym, we then calculate ym., by taking the (m7)th layer and the above hypothetical substrate with optical admittance ym as
!

equivalent to single layer with optical admittance of ym.} ( Fig.5.1 ). In this way
proceeding from the bottom layer, we continue our calculations of ym, ym.; and so
on until we have reached the top layer finally. Thus y, is calculated considering
the complete m layer system with (m+1) interfaces as a single layer with an
optical admittance of y; . Accordingly for calculating the total absorbance of the
top / layers in a m layer system, it may be assumed that the top / layers are
added on a hypothetical substrate with an optical admittance of yl+]. Using
eq.(3.63) in chapter 3, then the total transmittance, TL(\), of these I layers can
7

be expressed as:

TL(k) = [ l - m m + j ,

(5-1)

where R (\) is the total front reflectance of m layers thin film system shown in
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Fig.5.1 Schematic representation of an arbitrary multilayer thin film system.
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V1

Fig.5.1. The corresponding total absorbance of these / layers, AL(X), can thus be
obtained as:
4 L(X) = 1 - R(K) - TL(k) .

(5.2)

In the same way, the total absorbance of the top (l- l) layers, A L.}(K), can
be calculated as:
= 1 - R(k) - r,.,(X ) ,

(5.3)

where Tl.j(K) is the total transmittance of the top (l-l) layers. Using eqs.(5.1)(5.3), then the net absorbance in /th layer, denoted by / 1;(X), can be obtained as:
At(K) = A L(k) - ^ ^ (X ) ,

(5.4)

= [1 " *(X)][ 1 - ^ (X )]fl^ (X ) ,
y-i

(5.5)

which becomes:

A ,(\)

where i/'/X) and \^(X) can be calculated from eq.(3.64). After obtaining the net
absorbance in /th layer, the number of normally incident photons of wavelength
X absorbed in /th layer can be determined by:

N,(K) = ^,(X) F(k) A ,
he

(5.6)

where F(k) is the incident flux of solar radiation measured in W m'2 /xm'1. The
photo-current generated in the /th layer, Jt(k), can be calculated as:
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J,(X) = q f N{k) m

dk ,

(5.7)

where q is the electronic charge and ftX ) is defined as a non-recombination factor
[9]. Similarly, the normalised integration of absorbance in /th layer, A /5 of this
m-layers system can be calculated as:

f

X ) F( \ ) d \

(5.8)

An a-Si alloy based multi-layer thin film solar cell is probably a good
example of a real multi-layer thin film system. It is therefore evident that the
above approach dealing with the optical property of individual layers of a mlayer system can be applied to analyse such a multi-layer photovoltaic device
directly. The spectral response and integrated absorbance of each layer within a
given structure cell can be quantified using eqs.(5.5) and (5.6). In the design of
tandem structure solar cells, for example a two stacked tandem structure thin
film solar cell, the requirement of photocurrent matching depends not only on
the fitness of the combinations of optical energy gaps for the two cells that may
yield maximum conversion efficiencies, but also on the suitable ranges of
optimal thicknesses of the two cells which will give the maximum spectral
absorbance. Furthermore, the fitness of the combinations of optical energy gaps
and the suitable thicknesses of the two cells vary with different air mass (AM).
Therefore, the choice of optical energy gaps and thicknesses for optimal
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operation of a two-stacked tandem cell at all AMs is very restricted. Present
method provides a way to determine these combinations for a predicted high
efficient solar cell. In a series connection of two tandem structure solar cell, for
instance, the photo-current must be equal for an optimum operation. Thus the
option of the photo-current matching by two stacked structure cell can be
determined using eq.(5.7) by setting the photo-current of the top cell equal to
that of the bottom one. The method of calculation is also applicable to three-cell
tandem structures as well.

We have applied this approach to study the optical properties of single
junction and tandem structure a-Si:H solar cells of the type: glass/ITO/p/i/n/rear
contact, and glass/ITO/p/i/n/a-SiGe:H/rear contact, respectively. The suitability
of silver, aluminium and molybdenum, as rear contact metal is also analysed.
The refractive indices of the three metals required in our analyses are used from
the American Institute of Physics Handbook [15]. The optical constants n(k) and
k (\) used for ITO, p-, i- and n- layers in the single junction a-Si:H solar cells
and those of a-SiGe:H used in tandem solar cells are taken from Eskenas and
Miller [16]. Intermediate values of these optical constants required in our
calculations are obtained from the linear interpolation of the experimental data
using eq.(3.69). The desired anti-reflection coating or any other treatment of the
front glass surface is assumed to reduce the reflection loss at the air/glass
interface. This assumption enables us to express the reflection loss, following the
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expression suggested by Ellis and Delahoy [16], as a function of the thickness of
various thin film layers in the cell, and then to minimise it by optimising the
thicknesses of these layers. The reflection loss can thus be given by [16]:
= R o + T02R(K)/[ 1 - W ) ]

(5.9)

where R(K) is the spectral reflectance at glass/ITO interface

and can be

calculated from eq.(3.62). R0 and T0 are the reflectance and transmittance at the
air/glass interface respectively. Assuming the refractive index of glass, nglass
= 1.5, R0 and T0 are computed as 0.4 and 0.96 respectively. Similar to the
eq.(3.66), the normalised integration of the total reflection loss of the above two
types layered a-Si solar cells, Rloss, can be calculated by:

f R . ( X ) F( X ) d \
K ss = -*— - j
--------------- •
[ F( X ) d \

(5-10)

The transmittance loss, Tl0SS(X), through the lowest

thinfilm/rear

contact

interface is given by [16]:

TuJH = ToT( m

i -

RoRm,

( 5. i i )

where T(k) is obtained from eq.(3.63). The total absorbance of a-Si thin film
solar cells, /4total(X), can thus be obtained as:
m

A,o,am

= 2M/X) = 1 - K s ^ ) - T J M
j -1

•

(5.12)

Using eqs(5.5) and (5.9), we have calculated the spectral absorbance and Rloss(k)
in each layer for both single and tandem types of solar cells. Also using eq.(5.8)
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and (5.10), we have calculated the integrated absorbance of each layer, and
integrated reflectance, Rloss, of the whole cell over the wavelength region from
400 nm to 800 nm.

The simulated collection efficiency, QE(X), of single and tandem structure
solar cells is assumed to be equal to the spectral absorbance of active layers of
the device. This means that the simulated collection efficiency of a single
junction p-i-n cell can be assumed to be equal to ^(X ), where /4;(X) is the
absorbance of the intrinsic layer. And the total collection efficiency, QE(X), of a
tandem structure cell can be written as: QE(X) = v4n(X) + ^ ( X ) , where /ln(X)
and ^ ( X ) are the absorbance of the intrinsic layers in the top and bottom cells
respectively.

5.3

Single Junction Cell Design Considerations

We have first calculated the absorbance of various layers of single
junction cell with the structure: glass/ITO (0.06 /xm)/p (0.02 ^im)/i (0.02 jum)/n
(0.02 /im)/Ag, as a function of wavelength, as shown in Fig.5.2. It is obvious
from Fig.5.2 that an appreciable quantity of incident solar radiation gets lost due
to absorption in ITO, p- and n- layers particularly in the short wavelength
region. Fig.5.2 also illustrates that the absorbance in the i- layer in the long
wavelength region decreases significantly. For the same configuration of the cell,
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Fig.5.2 Calculated spectral absorbance of ITO, p-, i-, and n- layers as a function
of the wavelength,

for single junction a-Si:H solar cells.
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Fig.5.3 Calculated reflection loss as a function of the wavelength, X, of incident
photons for single junction a-Si:H solar cells.
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we have also calculated reflectance loss from the front glass surface into air as
shown in Fig.5.3, which illustrates that the reflectance at air/glass interface is
enhanced in the long wavelength region. Thus combining the results of Fig.5.2
and Fig.5.3 we find that the decrease in the absorbance in the i- layer (Fig.5.2)
at long wavelength region is actually due to increase in reflectance at the
air/glass interface in that region (Fig.5.3). In order to design a solar cell of high
conversion efficiency one must clearly understand the effect of variation in
thickness, absorption in active layer, reflection loss at the front surface and the
role of the back reflector on its photovoltaic performance. For this purpose, we
have calculated the reflectance loss and absorbance for a given structure of a cell
by varying the thickness of any one of its layers and keeping the thicknesses of
other layers as constant. First we calculate the reflectance loss and absorbance
by changing the thickness of ITO layer. In Fig.5.4 we have shown the integrated
reflectance at air/glass interface as a function of the thickness of ITO for three
different solar cells with the thickness of their a-Si:H layer equal to 0.35 /im,
0.50 n m and 0.65 /on. Fig.5.4 shows that the integrated reflectance has an
oscillatory behaviour with the variation in the ITO thickness. The amplitude of
these oscillations decreases as the thickness of ITO increases. It is also clear
from Fig.5.4 that the ITO thickness that gives the minimum reflectance loss does
not depend on the thickness of a-Si:H thin film layer. Therefore the optimal
thickness of the ITO layer can be chosen independently to reduce the reflection
loss in a cell. For the optical properties of ITO used in this paper, we have
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found an optimal value of the thickness of ITO as 0.06 /xm for both
glass/p/i/n/metal single junction and glass/p/i/n/a-SiGe:H/metal tandem solar
cells.

0.00
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0.1 0

0.15

0.20

0.25

T h i c k n e s s o f t h e I T O l a y e r (fim )

Fig.5.4 Integrated reflectance as a function of the thickness of ITO layer for
three different solar cells with the thickness of a-Si:H equal to 0.35, 0.50 and
0.65 jum.
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0.30

The effect of the variation in the thickness of i-layer on the collection
efficiency of a cell with glass/ITO (0.06 /xm)/p (10 nm)/i/n (10 nm)/Ag structure
is shown in Fig.5.5. We have selected four different i- layers with the thickness
of 0.2 /xm, 0.3 /xm, 0.4 /xm and 0.5 /xm to study the effect of variation in the
thickness of i-layer on the collection efficiency. We find that the increase in the
thickness of i- layer enhances the red light response, which increases the
collection efficiency in the long wavelength region from 0.6 - 0.8 /xm. This
increase in the collection efficiency at long wavelength region is due to the
multiple reflection within a-Si:H film. The position of the interference peaks of
the collection efficiency, shown in Fig.5.5, can be optimised with respect to the
thickness of the i- layer. It is obvious from Fig.5.5 that the absorbance in i-layer
is

increased

by

increasing

its

thickness.

However,

the

electron-hole

recombination rate and series resistance also increase with the thickness at the
same time and thus resulting a net reduction in the output performance of a cell.
Therefore one must optimise the thickness of i- layer in order to reduce the
recombination rate and maximise the absorbance in the depleting layer. The
calculated integrated absorbance of the glass/ITO (0.06 /xm)/p (0.01 /xm)/i/n
(0.01 /xm)/rear contact is plotted as a function of i- layer thickness in Fig.5 .6 for
two different kinds of rear metal contact: Ag and Mo. From Fig.5 .6 we find that
a cell with Ag as a rear reflector will achieve a higher absorption in the i- layer
than the one with Mo as a rear contact metal. For the molybdenum rear contact
the increase in the AMI integrated absorption with the i- layer thickness is
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Fig.5.5 Collection efficiency of glass/ITO/p/i/n/Ag cells as a function of
wavelength, X, for different i- layer thicknesses.
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monotonic and gets saturated at large thicknesses. For a cell with Ag contact,
however, AM I integrated absorbance of the i- layer shows fluctuation with the
increase in the i- layer thickness. The relative maximum interference peaks occur
at i- layer thickness d = 0.16, 0.23, 0.32, 0.44 and 0.53 /an, and the absorption
minimum at d = 0.11, 0.18, 0.26, 0.36, 0.47 and 0.57 /im. It can be seen from
Fig.5 .6 that the AMI absorption in a cell of 0.32 /im i- layer thickness, Which
corresponds to a relative maximum absorbance, is greater than that in a 0.36 pm
i- layer cell, and it is almost equal to the absorption in a cell of 0.4 /im thick ilayer. Actual experimental measurements suggest that the most a-Si:H cells with
a thickness < 0.4 /im are depleted at zero bias. That means an a-Si:H solar cell
with a thickness of less than 0.4 pm can be considered fully depleted and the
recombination loss is reduced to a minimum. As stated above, one can also see
that the AM I integrated absorbance in a cell with silver contact and 0.44 pm
thickness of its i- layer is larger than that of a cell with 0.32 pm thick i- layer
(Fig.5 . 6) and therefore the

i- layer thickness of 0.44 pm should be used.

However, a cell with 0.32 pm i- layer will be more preferable from the
electronic point of view, because the ratio of drift length to the cell thickness,
prEld, is higher at this thickness. It is expected that the higher values of prEld
will reduce the electron-hole recombination process, and hence will improve the
performance of an amorphous silicon solar cell.
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Fig.5 .6 Integrated absorbance of i- layer as a function of the thickness of the i
layer for Ag and Mo as a rear contact metals.
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The influence of the different rear contact metals on the collection
efficiency in glass/ITO (0.06 /xm)/p (0.01 /xm)/i (0.4 /xm)/n (0.01 jxm)/rear
contact metal are also investigated. We have plotted the collection efficiency as a
function of X for three different rear contact metals of Ag, Al and Mo in
Fig.5.7, which shows that for X < 0.55 /xm, the collection efficiency is same
for all three rear contact metals. This is because the high energy photons are
completely absorbed before reaching the back contact. In the long wavelength
region, however, collection efficiency, QE(X), is found to behave differently for
different rear contact metals. Although positions of the two peaks occurring in
the wavelength region from 0.62 /xm to 0.80 /xm are about the same at 0.62 /xm
and 0.72 /xm, for different rear contact metals, their relative maximum peak
heights vary significantly. The calculated results, shown in Fig.5.7, reveal that
cells with silver or aluminium as a rear contact metal will achieve a higher
response in the long wavelength region than those with molybdenum as a back
contact metal. Thus according to this analysis, one finds that silver or aluminium
should be more suitable than molybdenum for a rear contact material.

The effect of variation in the thickness of p- layer on the collection
efficiency of a glass/ITO (0.06 /xm)/p /i (0.04 /xm)/n (0.01 /xm)/Ag solar cell is
illustrated in Fig.5 . 8. It shows that the absorption loss in the p- layer reduces the
collection efficiency significantly in the short wavelength region, because the
incident light gets first absorbed in the p- layer. The shape of the collection
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Fig.5.7 Collection efficiency of glass/ITO/p/i/n/rear contact cells with different
rear contact metals.
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Fig.5 .8 Influence of the thickness of p- layer on the collection efficiency of
glass/ITO/p/i/n/Ag solar cells.
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efficiency curves, shown in Fig.5.8, indicates that the collection efficiency for
wavelength longer than 0.55 /an is nearly independent of the variation in
thickness of p - layer. Therefore in this region the collection efficiency is
expected to depend mainly on the i - layer. In the short wavelength region,
however,

the collection efficiency of the cell is dominantly dependent on the

thickness of p - layer. As photons absorbed in the p - layer do not contribute to
the photo-carrier generation, a large thickness of the p - layer reduces the
collection efficiency of a cell. The results shown in Fig.5.8 agree very well with
those of our earlier theoretical results presented in chapter 4. The experimental
results by Tsuge et al.[17] show that the thickness of p-layer for a-Si:H solar
cells at the thickness of 13nm, which agrees well with the results shown in
Fig.5.8. In accordance with Fig.5.8, the thickness of p - layer used in the
calculation of this paper is taken to be 10 nm for a p - i- n type cell. From our
calculations presented here, we get a cell with optimum thickness of various
layers as: glass/ITO (0.06 //m)/p (0.01 fmi)/i (0.32 fiva)!n (0.01 /im)/Ag, and for
such a cell we obtain the short circuit current density J sc = 13.19 mA/cm2.
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5.4

Multi-junction Cell Design Considerations

We have also applied the present method to a tandem of two cells of the
type:

glass/ITO/a-Si:H

(p-i-n)/a-SiG e:H (p-i-n)/rear

contact

metal.

The

optimised thicknesses of various layers of the structure thus obtained are as
follows: dno = 0.06 pim, dp = dn = 0.01 pan, dx = 0.32 /mi, da_siGc:h = 0-5 /«n,
where dno, dp, dD, dx and J a_siGe:H are the thicknesses of ITO, p -, n -, i - and a SiGe:H layers respectively. The calculated collection efficiency of such a tandem,
and the contribution to the collection efficiencies from each of the top a-Si:H
and bottom a-SiGe:H cells are shown in Fig.5.9 as solid and dashed curves for
Ag and Mo rear contact metals respectively. From Fig.5.9 we find that the
introduction of a-SiGe:H layer increases the collection efficiency in comparison
with the conventional single junction p - i- n type solar cells particularly in the
long wavelength region. It is also found that the collection efficiency of the top
cell is mainly dependent on the thickness of the i - layer (active layer of the top
cell). On the other hand, the collection efficiency of the bottom cell depends on
both the thickness of a-SiGe:H layer (active layer of the bottom cell) and the
rear contact metal. From Fig.5.9 we find that the collection efficiency of a
tandem cell with Ag rear contact is higher than that of a cell with Mo rear
contact. At X = 0.77 pan, QE(A.) of a cell with Ag contact is almost two times
higher than that of a cell with Mo contact. This is because the high reflecting rear
contact, such as Ag in this case, enhances the interference effect, and thus
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Fig.5.9 Collection efficiency of a two tandem cell: glass/ITO (0.06 jum)/p (0.01
£im)/i(0.30 /xm)/n (0.01 jiim)/a-SiGe:H (0.50 /xm)/rear contact metal of Ag (Solid
curve) and Mo (dashed curve).

increases the spectral absorption in the long wavelength region. The calculated
result shown in Fig.5.9 implies that the use of a high reflecting rear contact may
enhance the spectral absorbance of the device particularly in the long wavelength
region. We note that simulated collection efficiency of the given tandem cell at X
= 0.77 fim increases by a factor of 1.9 for the Ag as a rear contact metal in
contrast to that for Mo as the rear contact metal. As stated earlier, for a tandem
of two cells connected in series, the condition of matching the current in the top
and bottom cells fixes the current and hence efficiency of the bottom cell. This is
also well understood from the results in the previous chapters that a particular
conversion

efficiency of a cell can be achieved either by using a thicker cell

material and poor reflecting rear contact metal or thinner cell material and high
reflecting rear contact metal. Therefore with a Ag rear contact metal, one can
decrease the thickness of the bottom cell for achieving the matching condition.

As the multi-junction devices are more sensitive and have wider spectral
response in comparison with the single junction devices, it is very important from
the design point of view that one understands and quantifies factors which may
change the collection efficiency of the multi-junction devices. We know that
variations in the thickness, optical energy gap and rear contact metal will affect
the multi-junction devices more dramatically than similar changes in single
junction devices. It is therefore expected that the present technique used to
evaluate the effect of spectral response, thickness and rear contact variations on
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the performance of a multi-junction photovoltaic device is essential and very
useful for further improvement in the device design, efficiency, quality control
and stability performance assessments.

5.5

Conclusions

The method of optical admittance developed in this chapter is very easy to
apply in the design of multi-layer thin film solar cells. The numerical calculation
uses the fundamental optical parameters of thin film layers of a cell as a function
of the incident photon wavelength. Applying this method, we have obtained an
optimal ITO layer, and selected a suitable rear contact metal for thin film a-Si:H
solar cells. We can also determine the optimised thickness of the active layers of
a-Si:H cells by maximising their photon collection efficiency. Thus, for
preparing a stable and high efficiency thin film a-Si:H solar cell, it is expected
that the present method can provide leading information about its optimal design
for a desired possible high efficiency.
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6.1

Introduction

Much progress has been made in improving the photovoltaic performance
of thin film a-Si:H solar cells. For instance, the development towards the tandem
structures with an a-S i/a-SiC hetero-junction structure, as a wide band gap
material for the top cell [1], and a-Sij_xGex, as a narrow band gap material, used
for the bottom cell [2] enables sufficient absorption of the incident solar radiation
not absorbed by the top cell and hence gives quite high collection efficiency.
Many models for the calculation of the conversion efficiency have been put
forward for both single and tandem solar cells. One of the most important
problems with a-Si:H solar cells is their lower conversion efficiency, and the
main cause of this is known to be the short carrier lifetime. This is because any
a-Si:H thin film fabricated by glow discharge ( GD ) or chemical vapour
deposition ( CVD ), has defects, impurities and unsaturated dangling bonds,
which create localised states and tail states at the edge of the optical energy gap.
Optical measurements have shown that a-Si:H thin films prepared by any one of
the above techniques, exhibit an exponentially decreasing absorption edge (
Urbach edge ) at photon energy below the energy gap. In amorphous silicon
hydride the Urbach tail has been studied using direct optical transmission,
photoconductivity [3] and thermal techniques [4]. Generally these tail states act as
carrier traps and recombination centres, and give rise to a net charge density
within the optical energy gap which reduce the carriers lifetime and hence limit
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the conversion efficiency.

In amorphous silicon hydride, there are two kinds of tails. As state above,
one is an exponential edge found in the absorption coefficient in the range 2 x 102
cm '1 to 5 X10 3 cm'1 and it is known as the Urbach edge, and the other is known
as the exponential decay in the density of states at the edge of the conduction
band Ec or at the edge of the valence band E v. These two tails are regarded to
be inter-related [5]. Thus exponential optical absorption edge actually reflects the
combined density of states of the two energy band tails. Considering an
absorption coefficient which consists of two components corresponding to the
above two tail regions, one is called the Tauc region for a(hu) > 104 cm '1 and
the other Urbach region from 2X10 2 cm'1 to 5 x l 0 3 cm'1, and using the relation
between Urbach tail and energy band tails, one can evaluate the latter for a-Si:H
with different optical absorption properties.

It is well known empirically that the presence of band tail states reduces
the conversion efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells. However to the best of our
knowledge, no quantitative analyses have been done to study the effect of band
tail states on the conversion efficiency. The aim of this chapter is to investigate
the effect of the band tail states on the conversion efficiency of a p-i-n type aSi:H solar cell. In order to do this first we optimise the structure of a p-i-n type
a-Si:H solar cell using our method of admittance analysis developed in chapter 3
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and 5, and then incorporate the effect of band tail states in the calculation of the
conversion efficiency. Our calculations suggest that the presence of band tail
states increases the photocurrent density but it decreases the output open circuit
voltage, which consequently reduce the conversion efficiency.

This chapter includes a description of the fundamental limitations of the aSi:H as a material for fabrication of solar cells. Section 6.2 contains an analysis
o f the relationship between optical absorption coefficient and band tail widths for
a-Si:H. Section 6.3 presents the relation between reverse saturation current
density and the band tail width, section 6.4 discusses the determination of the
band tail width and Urbach edge for a-Si:H. The effect of the band tail width on
the photovoltaic performance of a-Si:H solar cells is discussed and concluded in
sections 6.5 and 6.6 respectively.

6.2

Absorption Coefficient and Tail Width for a-Si:H

An incident photon of energy flu can get absorbed in a material only
when it can excite an electron from its initial electronic states in the valence
band of energy £ to a high state of energy E ’= E + flu in the conduction band.
Thus the absorption coefficient a(/ico) is given by:
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a (M

= i . I ' |M (£)|2 g ^E ) g J i E + m m
no) J -»

[1 -AE*hoi) ] dE ,

(6.1)

where M(E) is the transition matrix element between states E and E \ and AT is a
constant. g v(E) and gc(E + hu>) represent the density of states in the valence and
conduction bands respectively, and f(E ) is the Fermi distribution function. If
M(E) is not a rapidly varying function of E, the spectral variation of ctihui) can
be deduced from g(E) only. For amorphous material it is assumed that the
density of states, g(E), for both valence and conduction bands in the vicinity of
the mobility edge can be written as [6]:

= A v ( E v-E )* ,

(6.2)

gc(E) = A c ( E -E c )* ,

(6.3)

and

where A v and A c are constants, andE v and Ec are the energies of the edge of the
valence and conduction bands respectively. For amorphous materials E v and Ec
are known as the corresponding mobility edges. Below and above the respective
mobility edges at E v and Ec, g(E) decreases exponentially in the band tail
regions. Therefore absorption coefficient a(fi(x>) should be a function of such
density of states which represent both the extended band states and the localised
tail states. In the case of hydrogenated amorphous silicon, the absorption
coefficient a (/ 2co) corresponding to band to band transitions (Tauc transitions
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with absorption coefficient

) can be expressed analytically as [7]:

= B ( U> - Eopt ) ,

(6.4)

where B is a constant, h u is the photon energy and Eopt is the optical energy gap
of a-Si:H . For the photon energy h o close to the energy of optical gap, Eopt,
transitions can also occur in the band tail states. The range of photon energy in
which transition to tail states become dominant is known as the Urbach region
(see Fig.6.0). In this region the absorption coefficient is usually given by [8]:
*<■>-£<>
= «o

•

(6-5)

where E 0 and a0 are constants. E u is defined as the width of the Urbach tail or
Urbach characteristic energy, and it is a function of the temperature, amount of
hydrogen concentration and structural disorders in a-Si:H. Typical values of the
absorption coefficient in the Urbach region vary from 5 x l0 2 cm -1 to 5 x l0 3 cm ' 1
[9]-

The subband-gap absorption involves transitions from localised tail states
to extended band states. We define Ect and 2sw as the width of exponential tails of
the density of states in the conduction and valence bands respectively. Assuming
that the optical matrix element in eq.(6.1) is constant, and Eu > Ect, it has been
suggested that Urbach energy E v =

[10, 11]. Following reference [12], we

have assumed here that the valence band tail width, Eu = 2Ect = E v [13]. The
value of Urbach characteristic energy E v can be derived from the relevant optical
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C O E F F IC IE N T
A B S O R P T IO N

Fig.6.0 Schematic representation of the absorption spectrum of amorphous silicon
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absorption measurements. According to Cody et al [8, 9], E v depends on the
optical properties and thermal structural disorders in a-Si:H films. Thus the band
tail widths obtained through this approach also become a function of optical
properties and thermal structural disorders.

6.3

Relation Between the Reverse Saturation Current Density and the
Band Tail Widths

A general transport mechanism in thin film amorphous silicon solar cells
can be simulated by solving numerically the Poisson's and continuity equations
for electrons and holes [13, 14]. Most of the experimental investigations have
revealed that the dark electronic properties such as reverse saturation current
density J 0 and quality factor Q play very important roles in the current-voltage
characteristics of p - i- n a-Si:H solar cells. The reverse saturation current density
usually depends on the density of states within the gap, the recombination
kinetics and the amount of doping level etc. It is therefore very important to
study and understand the behaviour of J0 and band tail widths, because such a
study can be very useful in analysing the mechanisms that limit the conversion
efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells.

We use ne and p e as the densities of electrons and holes in the extended
band states respectively, and n, and

as those in the localised tail states given by
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Ruiz [15]:

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

Pi = K l eXP(_

E „ -E v
ri ) »

(6.9)

where K T is the thermal energy. E e and EH are the energies of the quasi-Fermi
levels for electrons and holes, N ce and Nve are the effective densities of states in
the extended conduction and valence band states, and N cl and Nvl are those in the
localised conduction and valence band tail states respectively. Usually the order
of magnitude of N ce and Nve is about 1019 cm-3, and the order of magnitude of N cI
and Nvl are 1.3X1020 cm ' 3 and 6X1019 cm "3

respectively. For an intrinsic

material, we may assume that the quasi-Fermi levels lie near the middle of the
energy gap. Therefore the respective densities of electrons in both extended and
localised states can be expressed as:

(6.10)

and
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n, = Ncl e x p ( - ^ i ) ,
w h e re E opi is th e o p tic a l e n erg y g ap.

(6.11)

T h u s th e t o ta l d e n s ity of

e le c tro n s n,o in th e in trin sic lay er c a n b e w r itte n as:
ni0 =

exP ( " | ^ ) + N« exP ( - ^ ) •

<6 -12)

Ct

For p-i-n a-Si:H solar cells, the reverse saturation current density J0 is
given by [16]:

Jo = ^

npo + ^
n

ni0 ’

(6 -13)

p

where Dp, Lp and ni0 are the hole diffusion coefficient, hole diffusion length and
electronic density in the i-layer, and Dn, Ln and np0 are the electron diffusion
coefficient, electron diffusion length and electron density in the p-layer. As the
p-layer gets doped more heavily than the intrinsic layer, one finds that ni0 > >
np0. Using this in eq.(6.13) J0 can be written as:

J0 « q B zn „ .

(6.14)

Using eq.(6.12) in eq.(6.14), one finally gets the relation between reverse
saturation current density, J0, and the width of the conduction band tail Ecl as:

Jo -

exP < - ^ > + N« exP < - |p J •
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<6' 15)

The open circuit voltage Voc is a function of J 0 and Jsc as given by:

(6.16)

where Q is the quality factor. The conversion efficiency, 77, of p - i- n a-Si:H solar
cells is given by:

(6.17)

(6.18)

FF =
J
V
u scy oc

where P inc is the incident power of solar radiation and Pout is the output power of
the cell. It can be seen from eqs.(6.15) and (6.16) that the photogeneration
current density Jsc and conduction band tail Ecl are the quantities which affect the
overall photovoltaic performance of an a-Si:H solar cell. However one can
always optimise Jsc using admittance analysis discussed in the previous chapter,
and therefore Jsc can be assumed to be a particular optimal value. The above
relations then allow us to study the effect of the fundamental limitation
characteristic of band tail, Ect, on the conversion efficiency of p - i- n a-Si:H solar
cells.
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6.4

Determination of Urbach Edge and Band Tail Width

The Urbach characteristic energy, E v, is dependent on the amount of
structural and thermal disorders, and hydrogen concentration in the a-Si:H
network. E v can be determined by imposing the continuity conditions on Tauc
and Urbach absorption coefficients, given in eqs.(6.4) and (6.5) respectively, as:
(6.19)

a Tauc(E) Ie0 “ a Ui rbach

Urbach

(6 .20 )

From eqs(6.19) and (6.20), one obtains:

E,V

1
IB

1

IB

(6.21)

where E0 is given by eq.(6.4) taking a = a0. In a good-quality material Urbach
energy E v is reported to be 40-70 meV [12, 17]. Typical values of E v for GD
films are given by Cody et al [8] in the range from 50-110 meV, and
corresponding optical gap energy, Eopt, is 1.84-1.4 eV. For a-Si:H solar cells,
the values of the optical energy gap are usually chosen to be in the range of 1.65
eV-1.75eV. Accordingly we have selected four different optical energy gaps,
Eopl, as 1.65 eV, 1.68 eV, 1.70 eV and 1.72 eV, suggested from four different
experiments [18], [9], [19] and [3] respectively, as the most realistic values used
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for a-Si:H solar cells. Using the relationship between Eopt and E v suggested by
Cody et al [8], the Urbach characteristic energies of E w corresponding the above
four selected values of Eopt, are obtained as 74.61, 69.69, 66.40 and 63.12 meV
respectively.

From the relation 2Ect = E v, one can then calculate the

corresponding values of conduction band tail widths as 37.30 meV, 34.84 meV,
33.20 meV and 31.56 meV. The relevant optical constants, refractive index, n(X),
and the extinction coefficient, k(k), at the selected values of Eopt are obtained
from the experimental results [18, 9, 19, 3].

6.5

Effect of the Band Tail Width on the Photovoltaic Performance of aSi:H Solar Cells

We have presented here an approach to study the effect of tail widths on
the conversion efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells. The values of parameters used in
the calculation are shown in table-6.1. From the optical point of view, as the
thicknesses of p and n layers in a p -i-n solar cell are very small, one can regard
them as dead layers [26]. Therefore, for the calculations presented in this chapter,
we have assumed that the photovoltaic performance of a cell depends mainly on
the intrinsic layer. We first use the admittance approach discussed in chapter-5 to
calculate the spectral absorbance, A (k), for a layered thin film a-Si:H solar cell
of the type: TCO / p - i- n junction / rear contact metals. The calculated spectral
absorbance, A(X), for p - i- n a-Si:H solar cells with silver rear
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Table-6.1:

Values of parameter used in the calculation of J sc, Voc, FF and t) of
a-Si:H solar cells

Parameter

Value

references

Hole mobility /ip in

9.2xl0"3 cm2/V»Sec

(a)

l.OxHT4 cm

(b)

1019 cm-3

(c)

Optical values of refractive

^TCO = 2.3

(d)

index and thickness for TCO

t = 40 nm

Optical constants

n(X) and k(X) as a

of silver

function of X

Cell temperature, T

300 K

Quality factor, Q

1.5

Cell thickness, d

0.35 /mi

i-layer
Hole diffusion length
Lp in i-Iayer
Effective density of states
for electrons and holes J fc=Nv

(e)

(a )

re fe re n c e 1 9

(b )

M . K o n a g a i , H . M i y a m o t o a n d K - T a k a h a s h i , J a p . J. A p p l . P h y s . , V o l . 1 9 , N o . 1 0 , ( 1 9 8 0 ) 1 9 2 3

(c )

re fe re n c e 2 0

(d )

re fe re n c e 3

(e )

A m e r i c a n In s t it u t e o f P h y s i c s H a n d b o o k , 3 r d ed. ( M c - G r a w
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H ill, N e w Y o r k ,

( 1 9 7 7 ), P . 1 3 6

Photon flux (X1 017 cm*2 S'1 p rrri)

A (X )

absorbance
S p ectral

W av elen g th

X

(jim )

Fig.6.1 Calculated spectral absorbance A(K) for p-i-n a-Si:H solar cells with
silver as rear metal contact. (For comparison the AMI photon flux is also
shown).
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contact at A M I condition, and the corresponding incident photon flux, are shown
in Fig.6.1. In the calculation of spectral absorbance, A{X), we have assumed that
cells are smooth and of optimised thickness for maximum absorption. It is also
assumed that the values of the optimum thickness and refractive index of TCO
are 40nm and 2.3 respectively [3]. From Fig.6.1 it is obvious that the calculated
A (A) exhibits a good spectral response to the incident solar flux in the spectral
range from 0.4 ftm to 0.85 jum. Therefore in the calculation of the photocurrent
density, J sc, in eq.(4.2), the limits of the integration are taken from 0.4 jum to
0.85 fim. In order to benefit from the good interference response of A (k ) in the
spectral range of 0.60 to 0.75 pim, the optimum thickness of the intrinsic layer d
is taken to be equal to 0.35 fim.

Using the present approach, we have illustrated the characteristics of a p i-n a-Si:H solar cell as functions of the conduction band tail width, Ecl, in
Fig.6.2; Jsc in Fig.6.2(a), Voc in Fig.6.2(b), fill factor in Fig.6.2(c) and conversion
efficiency in Fig.6.2(d). The short circuit current density, Jsc, increases
(Fig.6.2(a)), and open circuit voltage, Voc (Fig.6.2(b)), and fill factor FF
(Fig.6.2(c)), decrease linearly with increasing band tail width, hence conversion
efficiency ( Fig.6.2(d)) reduces. It can be seen from Fig.6.2(d) that the conversion
efficiency decreases from 11.24% to 10.01% whenfsrt increases from 31.56 meV
to 37.30 meV. Fig.6.2 illustrates
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C o n d u c t i o n b a n d tail width

Ect

(m eV)

Fig.6.2 Calculated J sc, Voc, FF and rj as a function of band tail width, Ecl.
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J sc ( m A / c m 2 )
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T h i c k n e s s o f t h e i- la y e r (|im )
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Eop, = 1.70 eV

—

Eopt = 1.72 eV

Fig.6.3 Calculated short circuit current density, Jsc, of optimised p - i- n cells as a
function of the thickness of the intrinsic layer.
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clearly that although the band tail in a-Si:H increases the Jsc, Voc and fill factor
decrease resulting in a net decrease in the conversion efficiency of a p - i- n type
a-Si:H solar cell.

We have calculated Jsc also as a function of the thickness of the intrinsic
layer as shown in Fig.6.3, where dotted and dashed, solid, dotted, and dashed
curves represent Jsc corresponding to the optical energy gap of Eopl = 1.65 eV,
1.68 eV, 1.70 eV and 1.72eV respectively. Fig.6.3 shows that these four curves
have similar oscillating structures at thinner thickness and eventually show a
saturating behaviour at larger thicknesses. The position of the relative maximum
peaks in Jsc is found to be different for different optical energy gaps. This
difference in the relative maximum peak positions shown in Fig.6.3 is due to
interference effect from the rear metal contact layer. Thus from optical point of
view with the help of Fig.6.3, one can select a particular thickness of the intrinsic
layer to produce a maximum values of Jsc. For example, for a-Si:H with optical
energy gap of 1.65 eV, one can choose a thickness of 0.35 /mi of the i-layer to
give the relative maximum Jsc.

We have shown Voc, the fill factor and conversion efficiency in Figs.6.4(a),
6.4(b) and 6.4(c) respectively, as a function of the thickness of the intrinsic layer.
It is found that Voc and the conversion efficiency, rj, oscillate initially at the ilayer thicknesses from 0.08 fim to 0.4 fim, and then show a saturating
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Thickness of the i - l a y e r Cum)

Fig. 6 .4 Calculated Voc, Fill factor and 17 as a function of the thickness of the
intrinsic layer.
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behaviour at larger thicknesses. In contrast with Voc and rj, the calculated fill
factor increases very slowly with the i-layer thickness. It can be seen from
Fig. 6 .3 and Fig.6.4 that the thickness of the intrinsic layer affects mainly Jsc,
Voc and 7]. Fill factor is not a rapidly varying function of the i-layer thickness.
The calculated conversion efficiency of an optimised p-i-n a-Si:H solar cell thus
designed according to our results is shown in Fig. 6 .5. For calculating the results
shown in Fig.6.5 we have used the optical constants of the intrinsic layer from
Eskenas et al [24]. In Fig.6.5 one finds that the relative maxima in the
conversion efficiency occur at the i-layer thicknesses d = 0.24, 0.35 and 0.46
Hm, and the relative minim occur at d = 0.27, 0.37 and 0.47 fxm. The i-layer
thicknesses corresponding to the relative maxima in the conversion efficiency are
found to be less than those corresponding to the relative minima. For instance,
conversion efficiency of a thinner cell with d = 0.24 /im is 3% higher than that
of the corresponding thicker cell with d = 0.27 fxm. This result agrees very well
with the knowledge of the a-Si:H devices. Practically a thinner cell is preferable
because the ratio of the drift length to the cell thickness fxrEld is higher. A
higher ratio of fxrE/d reduces the electron-hole recombination process and hence
increases the efficiency of a cell. Thus the work presented here is expected to
help design an optimal a-Si:H solar cell.
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Fig. 6 .5 Optimised conversion efficiency as a function of the thickness of the
intrinsic layer.
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6 6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented an approach to analyse and understand the
presence of the bandgap states on the conversion efficiency of p-i-n a-Si:H solar
cells. The relation between the localised band tail widths and photovoltaic
performance of a-Si:H solar cells is discussed quantitatively. The calculated
* results of this chapter show that the primary effect of the band tail states and the
sub-bandgap absorption is to increase the Jsc, and reduce the Vac, fill factor and
7] of the cell. Using the optical admittance analysis method, the influence of the
thickness of the intrinsic layer on the conversion efficiency and optimum
structure of a p-i-n a-Si:H solar cell are also discussed.
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7.1

Introduction

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon material has prompted a potential
marketing in microelectronic industries because of its rather cheap price and
abundance. It is not toxic and it can be used for a wide range of applications
such as a material for the fabrication of low-cost thin film solar cells, thin film (
field effect ) transistors, electrophotography devices, image sensors, memory
switches and light-emitting devices [1, 2]. For application in thin film technology
based ; on hydrogenated amorphous silicon both the optical and electronic
properties of a-Si:H are important. In chapter 4 and chapter 5, We have shown
that the optical properties of hydrogenated amorphous silicon can be used to
optimise the structure of thin film a-Si:H solar cells. These properties of a-Si:H
films are related directly to the hydrogen concentration in the material. A number
of theoretical studies have been done to obtain the behaviour of hydrogen
incorporation in amorphous silicon network. Using different methods the relation
between optical properties and hydrogen concentration in a-Si:H has been
studied. Pickett et al [3] have developed a model of hydrogen-filled vacancies in
silicon and showed that the energy gap of a-Si:H material increases with
hydrogen concentration. Hama et al [4] have introduced Si-H bonds into a
covalently bonded silicon network and calculated energy gap of a-Si:H as a
function of the hydrogen concentration and found that the energy gap increases
linearly to 1.6 eV at 50% hydrogen concentration. Zdetsis et al [5] have used a
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uniformly distributed hydrogen model and suggested an energy gap of 1.5 eV at
20 at. % hydrogen. Recently Heuvel et al [6] have suggested a method to
calculate the energy gap of a-Si:H as a function of hydrogen concentration, and
compared their calculated results with their experimental ones.

It is generally accepted that the presence of hydrogen in the hydrogenated
amorphous silicon alloy not only saturates the silicon dangling bonds and reduces
the localised density of states within the optical energy gap, but also relaxes the
local strain and preserves the short range order of the amorphous silicon
material. In order to be able to produce a reasonable good quality hydrogenated
amorphous silicon for a stable thin film a-Si:H solar cell, it becomes important
to understand the role of the hydrogenation in amorphous silicon network. Also
for finding out the hydrogen concentration required one has to find the relation
between the hydrogen concentration and the optical properties, such as the
optical energy gap, of the material.

The effect of hydrogenation on the structural, optical, and electronic
properties of hydrogenated amorphous silicon has led to the development of
numerous techniques to measure the hydrogen concentration in a-Si:H. The most
unambiguous experimental method to determine the total hydrogen concentration
in a-Si:H is the Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) [7]. The widely used
experimental method to detect bonded hydrogen is the integrated infrared
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absorption employing as the Fourier Transform, hence FTIR [8]. Infrared
absorption spectra of a-Si:H films consist of three absorption regions [8, 9, 10].
A agging mode at 640 cm-1, a doublet at 840 to 890 cm -1 due to dihydride
bending or scissors modes, and two stretching modes centred at about 2000 and
2100 cm-1. The 2000 cm -1 stretching mode is commonly attributed to the isolated
monohydride bonds and the one at 2100 cm -1 to clustered monohydride bonds as
well as polyhydride bonds. Infrared absorption of these modes is related with the
hydrogen content through the oscillator strengths. In FTIR spectroscopy one
determines the fractional density of bonded hydrogen, nH, which contributes to
the absorption in a particular mode of vibration in a frequency range from (Oj to
o>2, and is given by:

(7.1)
where a(o)) is the absorption coefficient, and A is a constant to be determined by
the dielectric constant of a material.

In this chapter we present a new quantitative model for determining the
relation between the energy gap and hydrogen concentration in a-Si:H thin films.
We start with a model structure for both pure a-Si and a-Si:H. It is assumed that
the formation of monohydride Si-H bonds and Si-Si bonds is dominant in our
model structure. Comparing the results of plasma energy obtained from the
free-electron

approximation

and

that
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measured

experimentally

from

the

electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) [11], first we obtain the atomic
density of Si atoms in a pure a-Si layer ( without any hydrogen concentration ).
Using the results of the atomic density thus obtained, the concept of the bond
polarizability [12], and Penn model [13], an expression for the optical energy gap
of a-Si:H is obtained as a function of the hydrogen concentration. The optical
energy gap thus obtained is found to agree very well with the experimental
results [6, 11]. A lth o u g h it is known that the band gap changes with the
thickness of thin filny we have assumed that such a change is negligible in the so
narrow range of thickness considered here.

This chapter is organised in the following form: in section 7.2 we present
a model for the incorporation of hydrogen in amorphous silicon network, in
section 7.3 we have derived an expression for the optical energy gap as a
function of hydrogen concentration for a-Si:H thin films by our model and
finally we discuss and conclude our results in sections 7.4 and 7.5 respectively.
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7.2

A Model for the Incorporation of Hydrogen in Amorphous Silicon
Network

In the free-electron approximation, the relation between the plasmon
energy /zooP and density of valence electrons N v is given by:

(fluef

=

w

Nv ,

(7.2)

where m and e are the mass and charge of an electron respectively. Although
eq.(7.2) is derived from the free electron theory of metals, this formula has been
applied successfully to many semiconductors and insulators [14] as well.
Recently the experimental technique EELS based on this idea has been widely
used to study the electronic structure of both crystalline and amorphous
semiconductors [15, 16]. In this chapter we will apply this approximation to a-Si
and a-Si:H thin films. For a pure amorphous silicon film, the plasmon loss
energy hwP measured by EELS experiments is suggested to be in the range of
16.1 to 16.7 eV. Table-7.1 lists some experimental plasmon loss energies for aSi and a-Si:H films measured by EELS [11]. For comparison the plasmon loss
energy fitjp of c-Si is also given in the table-7.1. It is usually expected that
plasmon loss energy in amorphous silicon, can be about 2 % lower than that in
crystalline silicon which is 16.5 eV [11]. In the following calculations, therefore,
we have preferred to use ha>P =16.4 eV, which is the average value of the
values given in table-7.1 in the range of 16.1 to 16.7 eV, for a-Si layers.
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Table-7.1

The plasmon loss energies of c-Si, a-Si and a-Si:H measured by
Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) [11]

Sample

Preparation

16.5 ± 0.1 eV

c-Si
a-Si

Measured hu>? (eV)

evaporated

16.1 ± 0.1 eV

evaporated

16.3 ± 0.2 eV

sputtered

16.3 ± 0.2 eV

evaporated

16.4 ± 0.3 eV

evaporated

16.4 ± 0.1 eV

sputtered

16.7 ± 0.1 eV

average

used for the

a-Si

calculation in this chapter.

16.4 eV

a-Si:H

glow discharge

16.0 ± 0.2 eV
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Considering four valence band electrons contributed by each Si atom, the
estimated atomic density na.Si for a-Si film is obtained from eq.(7.2) taking 16.4
eV for hu>P as, na.Si = N VI4 = 4.88 xlO 22 atoms/cm3. A model structure for a-Si
network as considered here is shown in Fig.7 .1(a), and that of a-Si:H at low
hydrogen concentration is shown in Fig.7 .1(b) as a-Si:H cluster I, where for
incorporating an hydrogen in a-Si, a Si-Si bond is replaced by a Si-H bond.
However, at higher hydrogen concentration, some dihydride and polyhydride
bonds will also be formed in the a-Si:H network. This is shown in Fig.7 .1(c) as
a-Si:H cluster II, which means that two Si-Si bonds are replaced by a dihydride
bond.

Normally the amount of hydrogen in a-Si:H films depends on the substrate
temperature, type of discharge, silane pressure and flow rate during the film
deposition. In general the hydrogen content in a-Si:H films will decrease as the
substrate temperature increase [9, 17, 18]. However, since the hydrogen content
depends on many deposition parameters, much more experimental work is
needed before the discharge conditions can be correlated with the actual film
composition. The concentration of hydrogen used in a-Si:H films for making
highly efficient solar cells is estimated usually to be less than 20 at.% [18],
which is not high enough to allow the formation of many dihydride and
polyhydride bonds. It is confirmed also from the infrared absorption spectra
which show that strong absorption peaks due to Si-H2 appear when the hydrogen
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Fig.7.1 A model structure of (a) a-Si, (b) a-Si:H only with monohydride bonds,
and (c) a-Si:H with monohydride and dihydride bonds.

atomic concentration in a-Si:H is larger than 20 at.% [19]. Moreover, it is well
known that the reduced bond density of Si-H 2 in a-Si:H is desirable for both the
stability and reduction of the light-induced degradation of thin film a-Si:H solar
cells. Therefore the structure of a-Si:H thin films with dominant monohydride
bonds is usually preferred for practical uses [20].

Accordingly, in our present

study also we have considered the structure of a-Si:H as shown in cluster I in
Fig.7.1(b), which has only Si-Si and Si-H bonds.
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Relation

Between

the

Optical

Energy

Gap

and

Hydrogen

C oncentration in a-S i:H Films
We use na_Si = 4.88 xlO 22 atoms/cm 3 as estimated in the previous section to
determine the density nSi of Si atoms, and density nH of H atoms in a-Si:H films.
Starting with a model structure of a-Si given in Fig.7.1(a), with atomic density,
na_Si, one gets the density of valence electrons as 4na_Si in this structure. Such a
model structure of a-S i is then hydrogenated, replacing some Si atoms by H
atoms [ Fig.7.1(b) ] to form a-Si:H. If we denote the density of Si atoms in the
a-Si:H thin film by nSi, then 4nSi will be the density of valence electrons due to
silicon; and according to eq.(7.1) nH will be the density of valence electrons due
to hydrogen. A detailed balance of the total number of the valence band electrons
per unit volume thus described gives:

In this model form of hydrogenation of a-Si network to form a-Si:H cluster I as
shown in Fig.7.1(b), the number of Si-H bonds increases at the expense of Si-Si
bonds. Balancing the bonds of every silicon atom then yields the following
relation:

4 nsi

2 ^Si-Si + ^Si-H + ^Si- ’

(7.4)

where NSi.Si and NSi.H are the number of Si-Si and Si-H bonds per unit volume
respectively, NSi. is the number of silicon dangling bonds per unit volume. Using
modern thin film technology [21 ], the density of silicon dangling bonds in a
good a-Si:H film can be reduced to less than 1020 cm'3, while the order of
magnitude of NSi.Si and NSj.H are 1022 cm'3. In eq.(7.4) therefore, NSi. can be
neglected. Using then eqs.(7.3) and (7.4), the total number of Si-Si bonds per
unit volume, NSi.Si, in an a-Si:H layer with the above model structure can be
written as:
(7.5)
where it is assumed that all hydrogen atoms are bonded only with Si atoms as
shown in Fig.7 .1(b) a-Si:H cluster I, that means nH=NSi.H. The atomic fraction
of hydrogen content CH in a-Si:H film is defined as:

(7.6)

From eq.(7.4), we know that nSi can be written as:
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where NSi. is neglected, and then using eq.(7.5) we get:

2 n a-Si

n Si

) +T

~ ^ S i-H

=

^ S i-H

•

<7-8)

We substitute eq(7.7) in eq.(7.6), then CH as a function of na.Si and NSi.H is:

r

AL_
Si~H

^ S i-H

+

n a-Si

-

~

^ S i-H

NSi-H
3 M
n a-Si

+ ^

(7.9)

^ S i-H

By rearranging eq.(7.9), we can write:

=

(7 . 10)

f — W
1 - i

c«

Thus eq.(7.10) gives the total number of Si-H bonds per unit volume as a
function of the hydrogen concentration, CH. Substituting eq.(7.10) in eq.(7.5) we
get the total number of Si-Si bonds per unit volume as a function of CH as:

2 " f ch
A U = 2 V * - " Si-H =
f —

•

(7-ID

4 ch
*

Having thus determined NSi_Si and NSi.H as a function of CH, in what follows, we
will try to get an expression for the optical energy gap as a function of hydrogen

concentration CH.

For the low-energy processes, involving the valence electrons of atoms or
molecules, refractive index at long wavelengths nn can be expressed in terms of
polarizability of the individual oscillator using Lorentz-Lorenz relation as [20]:

2

~

n 00j + 2

o

3

Nm
a P„
'O S “

(7.12)

where Nos and a P are the number of oscillators per unit volume and the
polarizability of individual oscillators respectively. Although the expression in
eq.(7.12) is derived for crystalline solids, we will assume that it is applicable to
a-Si:H material as well. However, as there are two kinds of bonds, Si-Si and
Si-H in a-Si:H, we will use a modified form of eq.(7.12) given by [6]:

"J " 1 - ^ [ A U
n oo 2 + 2
3

* NSI_„ < v „ ],

(7.13)

w h ere,a Si.Si and a Si.H are the polarizability of individual Si-Si and Si-H bonds
respectively. Using the two-band approximation for a semiconductor with
spherical Brillouin zone, the refractive index nx related to the Penn gap hwg is
given by [13]:

2
n j-2 = ,1 + —

/ZCJp
ftco.

(7.14)

where /2cjp is the plasmon energy and fiug is the Penn gap energy. Using
eqs.(7.13) and (7.14), /za>g can be expressed in terms of hydrogen concentration
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3.S!

2
9

1

-

47r (

+

fta>c

(7.15)

a si-H )

In a real material the Penn gap fiug is a measure of the covalent bond strength,
and it represents an average separation between valence and conduction bands of
the material. It may be assumed that for a-Si:H the shift in optical energy gap,
AEop„ due to change in the hydrogen concentration is the same as the shift in the
Penn gap, Afia)g, i.e.:
(7.16)

AEm
, = A#cop
,
opt
g ’
which gives:
Em.
=
opt

g

(7.17)

+ C ’,

where C is a constant and it can be determined from the measured value of an
optical energy gap of a-Si:H film with a low hydrogen concentration.
Substituting eq.(7.15) in eq.(7.17), we have:

2
E op,' =

-

9

4 tt ( NSj_Si a Si_Sj + NSj_H cnSi_H )

1

+ C . (7.18)

NSi.H and NSi.Si, are functions of CH as given in eqs.(7.10) and (7.11). Using
eqs.(7.10), (7.11), (7.2) and the relation na_Si = N v/4 discussed in section 7.2,
finally the optical energy gap Eopl can be expressed as a function of hydrogen
atomic fraction CH as:
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Thus if c^j_Si, a sj_H, na_Si and C are known, Eopt can be calculated from eq.(7.19)
as a function of the hydrogen concentration CH.

1A

Results and Discussions

In order to use the relation in eq.(7.19) we need to know the values of a Si_
Si, a si_H and C. We already know the value of /ifl_5i=4.88xl0 22 atoms/cm3. The
value of polarizability Oa_H can be determined from the polarizability of a silane
molecule SiH4, which is known to be equal to 5.44xlO 22 cm 3 [22]. From this the
polarizability of a monohydride bond a si_H can be obtained as:

h
S t-H

~

SiH< = 1-36 x 10-24 cm3.

(7.20)

The refractive index of a-Si:H film with a low hydrogen concentration is slightly
higher than the refractive index of crystalline silicon, which is 3.42. The index
of refraction of a-Si:H at long wavelength is known to be between 3.5 to
3.7 [23]. Therefore, an average refractive index nx = 3.6 for a-Si:H with
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low hydrogen concentration at long wavelength is assumed here. Using na_Si =
4.88 x lO22 atoms/cm3, as estimated earlier, the polarizability of Si-Si bond in
a-Si:H film is obtained from eq.(7.13) as:
(7.21)

°cSi_Si = 1.96 x 10"24 cm3 .

For determining the constant C, one needs to know the optical energy gap of
a-Si:H at a very low hydrogen concentration. This is taken to be about 1.5 eV
[24, 25, 26]. Assuming this to be the optical energy gap at zero hydrogen
concentration in eq.(7.19) we get the constant C = -2.37 eV.
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Fig.7.2 Estimated optical energy gap Eop, as a Function of hydrogen
concentration in atomic fraction ( solid curve ). Various experimental results are
taken from references, see references [6] and [ 11 ].
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Using the values of a Si.Si = 1.36 X lO'^cm3, a si.H = 1 .9 6 x l0 '24cm3 and C
= -2.37 eV thus obtained, the optical energy gap Eopt as a function of CH is
calculated from eq.(7.19). Results are shown as a solid curve in Fig.7.2, along
with tlie experimental results of the optical energy gap of a-Si:H

film with

varying hydrogen concentration under different preparation conditions. From
Fig.7.2 one finds that our calculated Ev , increases with increasing the hydrogen.
However, in the lower hydrogen concentration region, for CH < 20 at. %, Eopt
increases linearly with the hydrogen concentration. In this region the relation
between Eopt and CH can be approximated from eq.(7.19) to be as:
E ", = 1.5 + 1.47 CH .

(7.21)

From Fig.7.2 it is obvious that our calculated results ( solid curve in
Fig.7.2 ) agree very well with the experimental results. A linear expression for
the relation between E' , and CH have been suggested by several experiments
shown in Fig.7.2. We will summarise these results by the following equation:

^

= « +0

(7 -22>

where different values of a and /? suggested by five groups of workers are listed
in table-7.2.
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T ab le-7 .2

P aram eters a and /? suggested for linear relation between E opt
and CH.

[a]

a (eV)

£ (e V )

references

1.48

1.9

Matsuda et al [a]

1.5

1.2

Heuvel et al [b]

1.5

1.5

Ley [c]

1.56

1.27

Ross et al [d]

1.7

1.7

McKenzie et al [e]

1.5

1.47

this paper

A.Matsuda, M.Matsumura, S.Yamasaki, H.Yamamoto, T.Imura,
H.Okushi, S.Iizima and K.Tanaka, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 20, (1981) L183

[b]

Reference [6]

[c]

Reference [11]

[d]

R.C.Ross and J.Jaklik, Jr.,J. Appl.

[e]

D.R.McKenzie, N.Savvides,R.C.McPhedran,

Phys., 55, (1984) 3785

R.P.Netherfield, J. Phys., C16, (1983) 4933
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L.CBotten and

Zanzucchi et al [18] have suggested from experiments that the amount of
hydrogen in a-Si:H films that can yield highly efficient solar cells is about 10-20
at. %. The corresponding Eopt obtained by present method ranges between 1.65
and 1.84 eV which is indeed used practically for a-Si:H thin films solar cells.
Therefore it is expected that the present method can provide in advance the
leading information about the amount of hydrogen to be incorporated in a-Si:H
for a desired value of the optical energy gap. The method can also be used to
analyse the optical energy gap and hydrogen concentration in a-Si:H films as
well as in thin films of amorphous silicon alloys with the help of EELS
experiments, because for applying our method one only needs to measure
plasmon loss energy hup.

It is desirable to comment here on the assumption of the low hydrogen
concentration, CH, in which the concentrations of dihydride and polyhydride
bonds can be neglected. Recently Fortmann et al [27] have shown that thin film
a-Si:H solar cells with high

degrade at a faster rate, due to formation of

dihydride and polyhydride bonds, than those with low CH. As dihydride and
polyhydride bonds are weaker, they can be easily broken by the incident solar
radiation. Therefore, hydrogen content in the a-Si:H may change and the number
of silicon dangling bonds will increase. This variation in the number of bonded
hydrogen is known to be a mechanism that can limit the operation life-time or
the stability of a-Si:H solar cells. It can therefore be expected that a good quality
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a-Si:H film with least possible number of dihydride and polyhydride bonds will
be more stable and hence practically more useful. Thus our assumption not only
facilitates the calculation in our method, but also suggests that a-Si:H films with
high CH, will possibly have higher order hydride bonds, and therefore will be
less stable.

7.5

Conclusions

We have presented an approach to estimate the optical energy gap Eopt of
a-Si:H films as a function of hydrogen concentration CH using the electron
energy loss spectroscopy results of a-Si:H films. The calculated relation between
Eopt and CH agrees very well with the experimental measurements. The results
obtained from this method compare very well with those suggested by other
theoretical works. Using the electron energy loss measurements of other
amorphous silicon alloys such as a-SiC:H, a-SiN:H and a-SiGe:H, the optical
properties of such alloys and their relations with CH can also be calculated
applying our method.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS

Thin film hydrogenated amorphous silicon based solar cells offer an
attractive option for achieving low-cost electric power generation. The whole
field of amorphous silicon is still very much at a developing stage, and much
work has been devoted to measurement and interpretation of optoelectronic
properties of hydrogenated amorphous silicon. Most of the recent advances in
amorphous silicon solar cells have been made through technical research which
aims at producing better devices not necessarily understanding the mechanism of
their operation, which makes any further improvements very difficult. There is
still a lack of knowledge about the optimal structure of a cell including the cell
thickness and the role which the thickness of each layer plays in the photovoltaic
performance. The purpose of this project is, therefore, to study the optical and
electronic properties of thin film amorphous silicon solar cells and use the
theoretical and experimental results to design an optimal cell structure in order to
produce highly efficient solar cells. The author has made an effort to develop and
design a method to optimise any solar cell with thin film structure, demonstrate
the fundamental limitation caused by band tail widths of a-Si:H on the
conversion efficiency of p - i- n type thin film a-Si:H solar cells, and quantify the
incorporation of hydrogen in hydrogenated amorphous silicon layers as well as
determine a relation between the resulting optical energy gap of the material and
the hydrogen concentration.
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An optical admittance method which takes into account the interference
enhanced effect in the multi-layer thin film system has been developed. This
method provides a technique to calculate the optical properties of layered
semiconducting materials in a device configuration, and to optimise the spectral
response of the thin film solar cells with respect to the reflectivity of rear contact
layer, the thickness of the various other layers as well as the structure of a cell.
The present approach also enables one to study the interference effects and to
explore the nature and magnitude of optical losses in multiple junction structure
solar cells.

We have applied the optical admittance analysis method to optimise the
thin film structure of both Schottky and p-i-n single junction types a-Si:H solar
cells by maximising their integrated absorbance. The present method is easier to
use for the calculation of optical properties of layered thin film solar cells in
comparison with other methods already known in the literature. Using this
method one can select the most suitable TCO coating of any thin film solar cell
by minimising the spectral reflectance, and determine the optimal thicknesses of
individual a-Si:H layers and rear contact metal by maximising the absorbance.
By optimising the thickness of a-Si:H film in a Schottky barrier solar cell, one
can increase the short circuit current density by 5.3%. The method is applied to
a typical structure of glass/TCO/p/i/n/rear contact single junction a-Si:H solar
cell to select the thickness of p, i, and n type a-Si:H layers, and choose a
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suitable rear contact metal for a desired possible high conversion efficiency. In
this way an increase of more than 2 % in the conversion efficiency can be
achieved using our optimal designs. The admittance analysis method can easily
be used to calculate the optical properties of other multi-layered solar cells such
as tandem cells, multi-junction cells as well as CuInSej thin film solar cells.

The optical admittance analysis method developed here can be extended to
determine not only the total reflectance, absorbance and transmittance of a cell
as a whole, but also to calculate those of the individual layers of the cell as a
function of the wavelength of the incident solar radiation. We have also extended
the admittance approach to design the multi-junction thin film solar cells. The
numerical calculation uses the fundamental optical parameters of the individual
thin film layers of a cell as a function of the incident photon wavelength.
Applying this method, we can determine the optimised thicknesses of the active
layers by maximising their photon collection efficiency.

In addition to developing an optimal design method for thin film solar
cells, we have also focused on two other aspects that are known to influence the
overall photovoltaic performance of a-Si:H solar cells. These are the localised
band tail states and hydrogen concentration in a-Si:H films. The effect of the
presence of localised band tail states in amorphous silicon on the photovoltaic
performance of a-Si:H solar cells has been studied quantitatively. The calculated
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results show that the primary effect of these localised band tail states and the
subsequent sub-bandgap absorption is to increase the short circuit current density,
but reduce the open circuit voltage and fill factor, which consequently decrease
the net conversion efficiency of a p - i-n type a-Si:H solar cell. We have also
studied the influence of different rear contact metals, the variation in the
thickness of p and intrinsic layers on the overall photovoltaic performance of thin
film a-Si:H solar cells.

We have also presented a model of a-Si:H network to study the
incorporation of hydrogen. To the author's knowledge, it is here demonstrated for
the first time that the plasmon loss energies of amorphous silicon films measured
from the surface science technique, the Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy, can
be used to determine the atomic density of amorphous silicon layer and to
evaluate the optical energy gap of a-Si:H

as a function of hydrogen

concentration. We have derived an expression for the optical energy gap Eopt as a
function of the hydrogen concentration CH. The calculated relation thus obtained
between Eopt and CH agrees very well with the experimental measurements and
also with those suggested by other theoretical works. The method can also be
extended to other amorphous silicon alloys such as a-SiC:H, a-SiN:H and a SiGe:H to determine Eopi as a function of CH in a similar way.
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Finally, it is believed that the development of an optimal design approach
for any thin film photovoltaic device and study of the fundamental properties of
a-Si:H layers presented in this project, may bring a new level of understanding
to hydrogenated amorphous silicon and permit quantitative design and fabrication
of stable and high efficiency amorphous silicon solar cells.
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